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Regents oppose polytechnic institute at PCC
By AMY WILSON
Stan Writer
Using phrases such as cooperation instead of duplication,
Murray State University's board
of regents strongly denounced
the establishment of a
polytechnic inItitute at Paducah
Community College.
Regent Philip - Lanier of
Louisville introduced a resolution at Saturday's board meeting, which was unanimously
approved, outlining Murray
State's position regarding the
four-year engineering school.
According to the resolution,
"the board of regents of Murray
State University expresses the
opinion that the establishment
of a polytechnic institute at
Paducah Community College
would create unnecessary duplication of programs and facilities, and that great cost can be
avoided through 'cooperative
efforts."
After reading the resolution,
Lanier explained that "such a
significant resolution requires
explanation."

Si If all of Kentucky's higher education is
offered on that basis, there won't be
enough money available to any governor with which to administer the state's
business. II
...MSU Regent Philip Lanier

Lanier discussed MSU 's
efforts in extending higher education in specialized or general
areas to its service area.

"This has been done at substantially less expense than is
proposed for PCC's polytechnic
institute," hc said.
PCC's project is estimated to
cost S30 million, which would
be used to construct three buildings, to renovate a fourth and to
improve other campus facilities.
"A 1990 study done by MSU
shows that to install a professional engineering program at
MSU would require about S2.5
million in capital expenditure

and SI million in recurring
annual cost," Lanier said. "No
new buildings would have to be
constructed. That is several
magnitudes better than the PCC
proposal."
MSU's Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology has ample space for
program expansion, he said.
Lanier cited Gov. Brercion
Jones' charge to the recent
Higher Education Review Commission pertaining to program
duplication as another reason
why a polytechnic institute
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Following Friday's committee meetings, Murray State University officials examine promotional material
created by Paducah Community College for a polytechnic institute.

NI See Page 2

Kurth says he made contract offer
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Murray State University's
hoard of regents spent more
time deliberating about particular personnel matters behind
closed doors than in open session during Saturday's meeting.
Murray State President Dr.
Ronald J. Kurth spent time with
the regents in closed session.
"I have made certain proposals before the board pertaining
to my contract and the board is
considering it," Kurth said.
He refused to answer further
questions.
In August, the regents voted
7-3 not to renew Kurth's contract, which will expire in July
1994.
A search committee was

AMY WILSONLedger 8 Tmes photo

Regent Chairman James Butts and MSU President Dr. Ronald J.
Kurth talk during a board recess Saturday.

The Unveiling
$1.5 trillion budget goes public
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer

spending plan. "A Congress and
a president are finally working
together to confront our country's
problems."
Thanks to a robust economy
and last summer's deficit-cutting
package, the president projects
next year's shortfall at $176.1
billion, the best showing since
the SI52.5 billion gap of 1989.
That is also $126 billion less than
Clinton had expected for 1995
just one year ago. The government would spend $1.518.3 trillion next year while collecting
$1,342.2 trillion in revenues.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton presented a $1.52
trillion budget for 1995 to Congress today that would pare hundreds of programs and drive federal deficits to their lowest level
in lsix years. As promised, he
v. uld raise tobacco taxes to help
fir4nce his plan to revamp the
na ion's health-care system.
Unlike his first budget a year
ago, Clinton unveiled no sweeping new policy overhauls for the
fiscal year that begins Oct. 1.

BILL CLINTON

Instead, the president proposed
savings required by the near $500
billion deficit-reduction plan he
outlined a year ago and congressional Democrats passed last
summer. He would use some of
the savings for highway construction, the Head Start program for
poor pre-school children, and
dozens of other programs he says
will help the economy grow.
But because of the snug spend-

ing ceilings imposed by last
year's deficit-reduction package,
Clinton would pay for those
increases by eliminating a weather office in Samoa and 114 other
small programs, and by holding
hundreds of other programs at or
below this year's spending.
"We have ended drift and broken the gridlock of the past,"
Clinton wrote in a message
accompanying the four-volume
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But the red ink swings upward
again at decade's end, hitting
$201.2 billion in 1999, without
the enactment of Clinton's No. 1
priority for this year: a revamping of the country's health-care
system. If that initiative is
enacted, Clinton projects next
year's deficit would sink to
$165.1 billion, and the 1999

Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet Tuesday at 1 pm in County
JudgeExecutive JD Williams office

• Murray State remained atop the Ohio
Valley Conference race with an 86-82
win over Eastern Kentucky Saturday
night at Racer Arena

Page 10
-

dent for academic and student
affairs, and John Fitzgibbon,
interim vice president for university relations and administrative services, were called into
the room after Kurth exited.
of
Regents Philip La
irginia
Louisville and
Strohecker of Horse Cave left
during the executive session.
Regent Bob Matthews of Louisville was unable to attend the

table until a special March
meeting.
In Gov. - Brereton Jones'
budget proposa4,—he recommended a 2 percent increase in
higher education funding for the
first year and a 3 percent
increase the second year.
The university administration
had originally prepared budgetary guidelines based on recommendations from the Council on
Higher Education, which called
III See Page 2

Jones may
consider
gas tax in
special session

Teamsters strike
UPS despite order

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
An increase in Kentucky's
gasoline tax — now among the
lowest in the nation — could
be considered during a special
legislative session later this
year, Gov. Brereton Jones
said.
According to a study done
for the states road builders,
since 1986 the use of Kentucky's roads has grown much
more than fuel consumption,
primarily because cars are getting better mileage. That
means the need for road repair
is outstripping taxes collected
for it.
Jones said he doesn't think
the time is right to consider a
tax increase during the current
session, but that it would he
logical to discuss it when he
calls lawmakers back to Frankfort for tax reform after the
November elections.
According to the study by
The Road Information Prog-

WASHINGTON.(AP) —
Despite a court order banning a
strike, Teamsters walked off their
jobs at the United Parcel Service
today after the company raised
the weight limit on packages to
150 pounds.
Teamsters spokesman Matt
Witt said the strike began at 8
a.m. and UPS workers are "out
all across the East." Witt said the
walkout was expected to spread
to UPS facilities nationwide.
Picket lines were up at several
locations in Atlanta, where the
company has its headquarters,
and in Augusta, Ga. But workers
in Louisville, Ky.. ignored .the
strike, called to protest what the
union called "abnormally hazardous working conditions.''
"We're disappointed that some
union employees have chosen to
respond to the recommendation
of the Teamsters leadership and
defy a federal court order prohibi ing the union from taking a iob
action." said Gina Ellrich,• a
spokeswoman at UPS headquarters in Atlanta.

"At this point, we continue to
believe that the majority of our
people will repon to work today,
and we're going to continue to
provide service as best we can."
Bob Kenney, another UPS
spokesman in Atlanta, said: "We
expect our employees to report to
work and to obey the court
order."
Witt said the walkout will end
once the company agrees to work
out "a safe way to handle these
150-pound packages."
Informal discussions with the
company were continuing despite
the walkout, said Witt, speaking
from the union's Washington
he
Teamsters President Ron.
Carey, whose union represents
165,000 UPS workers, says that
raising the limit from the current
70 pounds will cause injuries.
"If Kent Nelson, the chairman
of UPS, had to spend this week
lifting 150-pound packages, UPS
would quickly decide to negotiate
a solution," the Teamsters said in
a statement Sunday.

---1
SPORTS

Council will meet Wednesday at 4 p m
at the school

formed to find 3 new president.
Regent Sid Easley, chairman,
said about 115 applications
have been turned in already.
"We plan to meet at 10 a.m.
Feb. 10 in Sparks Hall with our
consultant and we expect to
narrow down the pool considerably," Easley said.
In the almost four-hours long
executive session, Dr. Jim
Booth, provost and vice presi-

III See Page 3

MEETINGS

•Calloway High School Site Based

...MSU Regent Arlivia Gamble

II See Page 2

________

a

i Let's quit dancing around and get on
with it. 1)

meeting.
In the three-hour open session, the regents sped through
much of the agenda, only to get
hogge& down with budgetary
matters, which they agreed to

MEETINGS
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CONTENTS

II Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 4 30 p m in the council
chambers at city hall
M The American Heart Association's
br dinner and auction will
annual celeity
begin at 6 30 p m Thursday in the Curns
Center Ballroom Tickets are $20 Call
753-9802 for information
,..
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Shelling victims buried; talks continue
SARAJEVO, Bosnia
Herzegovina (AP) — VICIIIT15 of
a weekend of carnage were hurriedly. buned today in cemeteries
exposed to snipers and shell fire.
Britain, France and the Netherlands stepped up pressure for
more senous consideration of air
strikes against Serb positions.

around Sarajevo, although President Clinton played down the
prospect of retaliation for the
shelling Saturday that killed 68
and wounded 200 in the deadliest
attack on the Bosnian capital in
the 22-month-old war.
In diplomatic action today over
Yugoslavia:

Gravediggers laid the coffins
of many of the 68 bombing victims in the ground at dawn.
Mourners were only able to
spend a few minutes in the mist
at the gravesites before leaving.
The soccer .field-turned-cemetery
on the north side of Sarajevo is
dangerously exposed to Serbian
gunners.
The U.N. chief is seeking the
authority to order NATO bombing runs on Serb mortar sites

—Britain called for "more
muscular action than hitherto by
the United Nations" to end the
killings in Sarajevo.
"The case is very strong for
air strikes, as long as it does
more good than harm," said British Foreign Secretary Douglas
Hurd. NATO was likely to discuss the request Wednesday, he
said.
—Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic is ready to discuss a

•Kurth...
FROM PAGE 1
for a 3 percent increase the first
year and 5 percent the second
year.
"We have to know what
pnorities the board wants to
follow," Kurth said. "Probably
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the safest way to handle it is for
the board to set policy and let
the administration figure out
where to cut. We are talking in
very real terms about the lives
of dedicated people."
Easley said the Finance/Audit
Committee will meet with the
administration, review the
guidelines and come back to the
full board for a proposal.
Prompting lively debate was
a request for a 3 percent
increase in housing and dining
fees.
Housing director Paula
Hulick said residence hall oecu•
pancy is only about 75 percent.
"We have to have more funds
in order to renovate and attract
more students," she said.
Curris Center director Jim
Baurer told the regents that the
request is not something he
wanted to make.
"But the fact is, we haven't
made maintenance changes for
several years and it is time." he
said.
"I think we are making several mistakes if we increase fees,"
said regent Wells Lovett of
Owensboro. "If nothing else,
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separate peace for Sarajevo as a
step toward an overall settlement
in Bosnia, U.N. officials in Geneva said.
The officials, who briefed
reporters on • condition of
anonymity, said Karadzic's decision came after intensive talks
with mediators Sunday night at
2vornik, northeastern Bosnia.
amid world outrage over the Sarajevo attack.
"The tragedy that happened
Saturday — that could happen
again and no doubt will happen
again unless we get some kind of
agreement," said mediator Lord
Owen of the European Union.
—France at a EU session in
Brussels called on NATO to meet
in emergency session in the next
day or two to consider the bomb-

we should decrease them."
"The premise 'is the budget is
lean, strict and stringent,"
Lovett said. "I just don't accept
that.
"I regret that it is only my
voice you hear when we get on
this theme. I think the education
experience is enriched when the
university subsidizes the dorms.
I am convinced we should be
doing that instead of exacerbating and increasing costs."
Regent Arlivia Gamble of
Hopkinsville urged the regents
to identify where costs can be
cut in the budget.
"I just feel that if something
is in the budget, somebody
needs to get us together and
identify what it is," she said.
"Let's quit dancing around and
get on with it. I'm uncomfortable with accusations without
putting the meat on the table."
Lovett suggested the administration prepare separate
budgets both including and
excluding dorm increases.
"Then we can see exactly and
this board can assume the
responsibility," Lovett said.
Kurth told the boar'd that the
largest burden of reduction is
primarily on the administrative
side, which is according to a
hoard mandate passed in

November 1992.
"I am concerned with the
repetity of changing guidance,"
Kurth said. "Wc are under notification to make reductions on
the administrative side and
move to the academic side."
Although discussed in Friday's committee meetings, a
proposed 2 percent salary
increase for faculty and staff
was not acted upon.
In other business, the board:
*Approved the appointments
of Annazette Field as director
of the Office of Equal Opportunity; Dr. Allen Beane as
director of the Office of Sponsored Programs: and Kate
Lochte as director of WKMS.
*Approved an application fee
increase from S5 to $15.
•Approved an increase in
chemistry course fees.
•Approved changing the
name of the Student Activities
office to the Student Government Association office.
•Heard a presentation from
Dr. Karl Hussung about nonbudgeted athletic revenues.
*Approved a resolution in
memory of the late Dr. Thomas
B. Hogancamp for his service
as administrator and faculty.
member.

Sponsored By

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll
•

753-4347

FROM PAGE 1
should not be established at
PCC.
"Creation of a polytechnic
institute at PCC would duplicate numerous course and program offerings currently available at MSU and could potentially decrease enrollment in
both physics and astronomy and
in engineering technology,"
Lanier said. "Why take away
from an established
investment?"
In addition, Lanier said officials from PCC have not
approached the Council on
Higher Education, which was
established to coordinate higher

302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

SUBSCRIBE

education in Kentucky, about
the proposed institute.
"Thus the established coordi•nating body has been left out of
planning and has had no opportunity to perform its statutorilyassigned responsibility," Lanier
said. "If all of Kentucky's higher education is offered on that
basis, there won't be enough
money available to any governor with which to administer
the state's business."
Faculty regent Frank Julian
said MSU's Faculty Senate
recently passed a resolution
"similar in spirit."
In his budget proposal. Jones

shortfall would be $181.1 billion.
"Enactment of health care
reform, with its focus on controlling health care costs, is the key
to making even greater progress
on deficits," Clinton wrote.
To finance his health-care plan,
Clinton would boost the 24-centa-pack tax on cigarettes to 99
cents, bringing in S67 billion
over the next six years. He also
would save $118 billion from
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SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Jan. 28
•Steve Higgins of At. 1 Murray reported the theft of several
items, valued at approximately $575, from his lake house near
Anderson Shores sometime between Jan. 23 and Jan 28
•Tonya Faye James, 27, Pine Street, was charged with
contempt of court
Jan. 29
•Bonita Popham of Rt 5 Murray reported several items.
including a jewelry box with nearly $400 worth of jewelry
inside, were stolen from her residence at an unknown date Or
time
.Ricky Dale Scott, 23, At. 1 Alm. was arrested on two
bench warrants charging him with contempt of court.
Feb. 1
el'ed Duffy, North L.P. Miller, was charged with fourthdegree assault.
"Dwight Sherd!, Mayfield, was charged with first-degree
trafficking in cocaine.
Feb. 3
•Chrtstina A Smith, 19, Rt 3 Murray, was charged with theft
by deception.
...Johnny W. Scott, 22, no address listed, was charged with
giving an officer a false name and being a fugitive from justice
from the State of Mississippi.
*Lisa Johnston, 39, At. 6 Murray, was charged with contempt of court for failure to appear in court while on bond.
•James Ray Guess, 26, Frankfort, was charged with receiving stolen property over $100.
Feb. 4
.Kelly D. Curd reported that someone shot at his car near
the intersection of Ky. 94 W. and Hwy. 1660. A small-caliber
bullet damaged the driver's side door. The incident is under
investigation.
'Richard Allan Ramsey, 38, At. 1 Almo, was charged with
disorderly conduct after he was pulled over by a deputy on a
traffic stop.
Feb. 5
.Terry Turner, 40, Rt. 1 Puryear, Tenn., was charged with
fourth-degree assault and terroristic threatening Turner was
arrested by Henry County officials on a Calloway County •
arrest warrant.

JCPonney
—CATALOG
Chestnut Hills

Murray

recommended a SIO million
plan for the establishment of
the polytechnic institute that
would require SI million from
the University of Kentucky, $4
million locally to be raised in
the next two years and $S million in state funds.
During the November board
meeting, the regents passed a
resolution supporting the idea
of a cooperative effort with the
University of Kentucky and/or
University of Louisville.
Since that time, a cooperative
effort has been established
between MSU and U of L.

which will provide additional
engineering classes on the - MSU
campus via interactive
television.
UK and U of L have the only
exisiting colleges of engineering in the state that provide
engineering degrees.
Following Friday's committee meetings, several regents
examined a public relations folder prepared by PCC officials
pertaining to the proposed
school.
Also included are form letters
addressed to area legislators
that are to be signed by individuals showing suppon for the
institute.

II Budget...
FROM PAGE 1

To order

MURRAY POLICE
Jan. 31
•Michael Hanranan. 43, Scottsdale, Ariz , was returned to
Murray from Arizona on a warrant charging him with theft by
deception over $300
Feb. 1
.Jack Sylliaasen, 23. Hardin was charged with 13 countS
of criminal possession of a forged instrument
Feb. 2
*Darwin L Cegers, 19, Hart Hall, was charged with shoplifting $3 68 worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart
•Milo B Graham, 59, Murray, was charged with shoplifting
-$1 40 worth of merchandise from Wal-MarL
•William M Garvin, 9, was injured when he was hit by a car
while crossing South Fourth Street in a crosswalk at 611 pm.
Garvin was hit by Barbara H Moody The boy was transported to the hospital by his parents The accident was investigated by Officer Brad Haley

•Regents...
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THE PICK:
11-12-18-23.26-37-42-48
LOTTO:
1-23-33-37-43-45
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ing request by U.N. SecretaryGeneral Boutros Boutroa-Ghali.
The United Nations and NATO
have Threatened air strikes for
more than a year, but many in the
West fear they would only intensify the fighting while endangering U N. troops on the ground
and shutting down relief efforts.
We believe any such military
intervention will lead to a wider
Balkan conflict and as a Balkan
country we are against this," said
Greek Foreign Minister Karolos
Papoulias.
—Peace talks are to resume
Thursday in Geneva between the
Muslim-led government and representitives of Bosnia's Serbs
and Croats, but those on-again,
off-again negotiations have
yielded little in the way of concrete results.

REPORTS
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Medicare by slicing reimbursements to hospitals and making
benefits more expensive for many
of its elderly beneficiaries. Medicaid payments to the states would
be trimmed by $61 billion.
But the spending plan does not
include one of the biggest chunks
of the Clinton plan: the payments
individuals would make to the
new regional alliances that would
administer most of the healthcare system. Critics say these
payments should be included in
the budget as history's biggest
tax increase.
Despite the improving deficit
picture and Clinton's impressive
budget successes of last year, a
rocky road awaits the proposal on

Capitol Hill. Conservatives
believe it leaves spending and
sleficits at unacceptably high
levels, while liberals say it is too
rough on social programs like
public housing and aid dispensed
to many poor people for their
utility bills.
Beyond the higher tobacco tax,
Clinton's package imposes no
new, general tax increases. It
does, however, increase government revenues by $1.52 billion in
1995 by increasing more than 30
user fees, ranging from higher
entrance fees at national parks to
increased fees for meat and poultry inspections.
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Guidance system problem threatens satellite release

a

difficulties with the guidance system dashed that plan. The prthlems had not been solved when
the six crew members awoke early today.

SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — NASA was stumped
today by more problems that
threatened so prevent the crew
aboard shuttle Discovery from
releasing a S13 5 million science
satellite
The Wake Shield Facility, a
12 foot saucer-shaped craft, has
been riddled with problems since
astronaut Jan Davis first tried dispatching it with the shuttle robot
arm Saturday morning.
Initial glitches were figured out
in time to try again Sunday, but

Mission Control said the satellite would remain on the end of
the 50-foot arm, where it has
dangled since Sunday_ A release
was still possible today if the guidance problem is solved. Today
was the crew's last chance to
release the satellite.
The Wake Shield was supposed

to fly up to 46 miles behind Div
covery for two days so scientists
could try to grow semiconductor
iilms in its ultra-clean wake. A
deployment today would leave
time for only one day of free
Radio interference and glare
lrom the sun stymied Saturday's
release. A bad horizon sensor, a
device that's supposed to help
guide the Satellite was ihc
obstacle.
Alex Ignatiev. the project's

quality of those wafers most likely will be degraded, however,
because of unavoidable contamis4i.
.
nation from the shuttle, he

to ride a U.S. shuttle, had trained
for more than a year to retrieve it
with the robot arm

"There are many snakes out
there. This is one we didn't
expect," he said

Ignaticv said microelectronics
made of gallium arsenide, rather
than silicon, could lead to faster
computers. Gallium-arsenide film
produced on Earth is defective

Ignaties said he still hopes to
grow seven semiconductor films
on the_ Wake Shield either after
deployment or while - the satellite
is still on the shuttle arm. The

Astronaut Ronald Sega had
spent years working on the Wake
Shield while leaching at the Uni•
versa), of Houston, which man
ages the project along with Space
lndustnes Inc. of Houston

Release and capture of the
satellite was a top goal of the
eight-day mission. Cosmonaut
Serge' Krikalev, the first Russian

NASA plans to fly the satellite
on three more shuttle rrlISSIOns,
the first s.heduled lin. 199s

,hidf researcher, said managers
went out of their way to install a
proven guidance system Similar
systems have flown on 50 other
spacecraft without error, he said

Beckwith's appeal likely to be based on long delay
and that the judge unfairly barred
key defense witnesses.
"We're working on an appeal
as quickly as a lawyer can in a
case like this," said Mernda
Coxwell Jr.

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) White supremacist Byron Dc La
Beckwith eluded justice for 30
years in the slaying of Medgar
Evers. The delay could save him
from spending the rest of his life
in prison.

In 1992. the state Supreme
Court cleared the way for Beckwith to appeal any conviction.
Beckwith had argued that his
1990 murder indictment violated
his constitutional right to a

In their appeal, Beckwith's
lawyers arc expected to argue
that he was denied his right to a
speedy trial, that the passage of
time made a fair trial impossible,
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Earthquake rattles
nerves in tri-state
CARBONDALE. Ill. (AP) —
A light earthquake rattled western
Kentucky and southern Illinois on
Saturday. There were no reports
of damage or injuries.
The tremor registered 4.2 on
the Richter scale, according to
seismologists at the National
Earthquake Information Center in
Golden, Colo. Its epicenter was
about 15 miles south-southwest
of Marion.
Illinois State Police said the
quake hit about 8:57 a.m, and
was felt from Vienna in the south
to Sparta in Randolph County to
the north. Ballard, McCracken
and Livingston counties took the
brunt in Kentucky, state police
said.
Jim Colburn of Paducah, Ky.,
felt the quake but at first
"thought it was my son running
through the house."
Helen Casey of Ledbetter in
Livingston County, Ky., said she
was reading paper and felt her
house quiver and heard a
vibration.

Cliff Heavrin. a 911 dispatcher
in McCracken County, said he
got up to 40 calls of from people
wondering if the tremor was an
earthquake.
Army Corps of Engineers officials inspected dams on Lake
Barkley and Kentucky Lake as a
standard precautionary procedure,
hut said seismograph equipment
on the dams didn't pick up any
activity.
Greta Richey, who lives in rural Carbondale, said the quake felt
like someone opened and
slammed her door.
"I have this vanity dresser,
and it started shaking," she said.
"The TV was up on a stand it
was shaking. ... The bed was
trembling. I was thinking, 'Oh
my god, what's going on here?"
The Richter scale measures
energy released by an earthquake.
A 4.0 earthquake is capable of
causing moderate damage.
The quake occurred along a
part of the New Madrid fault.

Taco Bell suspect
retains attorney
The attorney won a $3 million
class-action lawsuit while representing Memphis poor property
owners in 1993. The suit charged
that the city assessor estimated
their property's worth too highly.
Fields also represents Reginald
Miller, a Metro Nashville police
officer suing the city for $1.3
million. Miller claims he was falsely arrested and beaten up while
on undercover duty. That suit is
still pending.
A General Sessions judge has
issued a gag order preventing
release of information about the
Taco Bell case. Shot to death
during the robbery Jan. 30 were
Taco Bell employees Kevin
Campbell, Marsha Klopp, Patricia Price and Angela Wyatt.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
A Memphis lawyer specializing
in civil rights cases says he will
represent Courtney B. Mathews,
Charged in the murders of four
Taco Bell workers in Clarksville.
Richard B. Fields confirmed
that he will represent the Fort
Campbell soldier in an article
published Monday in The Tennessean. The public defender's
office was assigned to represent
Mathews at arraignment
Wednesday.
A preliminary hearing in the
case is set for 1:30 p.m. CST Friday in Montgomery County General Sessions Court.
Fields must file a notice of
appearance in the court in order
to replace the public defender.

speedy trial. The court refused to
sonsider the argument but said it
:fluid be made after a retrial.
On Saturday, a racially-mixed
jury convicted Beckwith of gunning down the civil rights leader
in 1963; he was sentenced to life
in prison. Two all-white juries
deadlocked on the charges in
1964.
Beckwith's lawyers argued
repeatedly in court that the

Tom Fortner, the public defender in Jackson, says an appeal to
the state Supreme Court will
probably focus on the passage of
time.
"The Supreme Court is going
to be asked to decide, technically..

Thursday, Feb. /0
8:00 a.m.

Spar" Grill (formerly "The Hut-) would like to thank the following local businesses
and individuals for their tireless effort and support during the construction of Murray's
newest & finest restaurant and sports bar. It is with sincere appreciation and gratitude
that we would like to offer the following list of contributors to the effort of revitalizing
one of Murray's oldest landmarks.
Again, thanks from all of us at SPORIYI5Grill,
Chip & Peggy Veal

K.B. Associates, Constructor

Murray Supply

Ken Borgarding
Sean Kelly

Janie Elkins

Steele-Allbritten

David Wright
Ken Asher •

Charles Reed
Terry Free
Lewis Cobb
Jason Reed
John Wilson

Gallimore Electric
Tim Hale
James Gallimore
Mark McCuiston
Earl Schroader
Ricky Carson

"part of that big picture."
Jones did not go so far as to
call for an increase, and he said
there might be other ways to find
more money for roads.
For weeks there has been talk
around the Capitol of a 10-cent-agallon increase in the gasoline
tax to pay for more road building.
The state tax was last raised in
1986, by 5 cents to 15 cents a
gallon. (The federal gasoline tax
was raised Oct. 1 by 4.3 cents to
18.4 cents a gallon.)
The presumption was that an
increase from 15 cents to 25
cents didn't have a chance.

Nair Designsby Deanna
'35"
Full Set of Acryllc Nails
FIll Ins
"
815' Manicures .. .10
Noire so naturol look, there's no mood for polish.
"Guarontood Never to Turn Yollow"
Also

spockshzeng in

Nad An

The Beauty Box
1304

Choolnul

Thum.,

Frt.

7517132

Sysco/Robert Orr Food Services

Kesterson Food Co.
Mike Dougherty

Murray Fire Department
Artie Haneline

Murray Planning and Engineering
Don Elias

Campus Deli and Sub Shop
Ed Hudgins

Bandi's Welding

Lambert Vending

George Bandarra

Tim Lambert

The Carpet Man

Paints Plus

Randy Lee

Judy Caldwell
Linda Smotherman

Malden Fire Extinguisher
John Tate

Peel and Holland Insurance

Steele Restaurant Equipment

Dale Willis

Don Steele

Peoples Bank

SDH Construction

Joe Gupton
Harold Doran, Jr

Shannon Harris

Art Lavviller
Ben Litwiller

FROM PAGE 1
ram, a transportation advocacy
group based in Washingtcn,
about a third of the state's roads
arc rated in fair or poor condition, and a third of its bridges are
substandard. It argues that roads
in such condition aren't as safe as
they should be, and that they contribute to high maintenance costs
for drivers.
Kentucky's gas tax is about the
15th lowest in the nation, the
study said.
Jones said there's a bigger tax
picture to consider, and he called
a possible gas-tax increase a

The long delay wasn't a problem for juror Richard Danahou.
"I don't believe anyone is too
old to be tried. A crime was committed and someone has to be
tried for it," he said.
Beckwith, 73, did not testify in
the new trial; his lawyers said his
memory had faded_ When he took

the stand during his 1964 trials,
Beckwith told the juries he would
do anything to preserve
segregation.
The state reopened the case
after several people testified that
Beckwith had bragged that he
had killed Evers years after the
slaying.
The jury's foreman. the Rev.
Elvage Fondren, said the panel
had no trouble convicting Beckwith.

GMEADENING'

Wood Works and Signs

II Gas tax...

whether Beckwith was unavailable because of the tremendous
loss of memory," Fortner said.

10-year gap stripped him of his
right to a speedy trial and said a
combination of dead witnesses
and missing evidence denied him
a fair trial.

Pagliai's

N. Lee Rowland Refrigeration
N Lee Rowland

Bluegrass Coca-Cola
Michael Crunk

Chuck Wynn

Gregory, Easley & Blankenship Law Offices

Garland Professional Painting

Mark Blankenship

Tim Garland

Michael D. Pierce. c PA

Mitchell Paving

Murray State University Athletic Department

Rocky Mitchell

Steve Rich

Treas Do-It Center

Murray Ledger & Times

Steve Cunningham
Steve Tinsley

Amy Wilson

CopyPlus

Tom Dowdy

Danna Kilby
Ron & Cindy Ball

Visser Tile
Mart Visser

Roy Hill Backhoe Service
Roy Hill

Bill Houghton Painting & Wallpaper
Bill Houghton

V.L. Associates
Lubie Veal, Jr.
Just for the support

B.J. Walker
For taking care of business in Florida

John Davidson
For his help
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Timely tax refund expected

Managing Editor
...

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Where there is no vision, the people perish:
Pt'BUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

WASHINGTON TODAY

Economy is rosy,
but not the budget
adoption scenario
By TOM RADII
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Budget directors usually mark Budget
Day with rosy assertions about the economy and the deficit. Leon
Panetta is no exception. But when he does it today, there won't be
any snickering about his figures.
The director of President Clinton's Office of Management and
Budget is a master chef of the budget process with a reputation for
serving up his numbers uncooked.
When he claims progress against the deficit in outlining Clinton's S1.5 trillion budget, his figures will generally be accepted as
honest ones by those on both sides of the aisle.
And that sets him apart from many predecessors — who unveiled
their budgets with glowing projections that turned out to be untrue.
"The battle is no longer over cooking the hooks, but over priorities," said Gary Bass, director of OMB Watch, a nonpartisan
watchdog group. "In the past, it was just a paper game. When they
told you the deficit was S5, you knew it was really SIO."
Clinton's budget will say the deficit for the fiscal year that
begins next Oct. 1 — once projected at about S300 billion — will
be S176.1 billion. The Congressional Budget Office, which does its
own projections, is in close agreement for once, putting the shortfall at about S170 billion.
With round spectacles that give him an owlish look, an infectious
laugh and a reputation for frugality inherited from his immigrant
Italian parents, Panetta, 55, might be the quintessential budget
director.
No previous budget director has been as closely associated with
as many budgets. Before going to the OMB, Panetta was a longtime
member of the House Budget Committee, including four years as
its. chairman. A former Republican, he even did a stint as an official in Nixon's Department of Health. Education and Welfare.
"It was always our goal and our commitment to use credible
numbers and to be as honest as possible with the American people,
to shoot straight ... when it came to budget numbers," Panetta said
recently. "This country has seen too many rosy scenarios, has seen
too many gimmicks and it's seen too many phony budgets in the
past."
This year, the recovering economy may be rosy — comparatively
speaking — but the scenario for adopting a budget isn't.
Proposed cuts are among the most extensive ever sought by any
president. That's because the Clinton economic plan which Congress narrowly enacted last August imposes stringent caps on federal spending to trim the federal deficit by almost S500 billion over
fiye years.
The new Clinton budget would eliminate 115 programs and cut
funding in hundreds of others.
Panetta. interviewed Sunday on ABCs "This Week with David
Brinkley," said, "I think there is a good chance that at least we'll
get many of these, probably not all of them, but many of them."
But Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen predicted there will be
"blood on the floor before we're finished."
Panetta is the ideal deficit warrior to carry forth the president's
banner — having done similar jobs on both ends of Pennsylvania
Ave.
"He understands Congress, he understands how Congress
works," the current House Budget Committee chairman. Rep. Martin 0. Sabo, D-Minn., said in an interview. "The personal relationship there is very fine."
Panetta lives as spartan an existence as one of his budget
proposals.
When he was in the House. he shared living quarters with three
other congressmen. He now lives in an apartment on Capitol Hill.
When he's not in Washington, Panetta lives with his wife in a
,Carmel Valley. Calif., ranch house that his father, a restaurant owner, built. For recreation, he tends the walnut trees he nurtured as a
boy. He also enjoys playing the piano and swimming.
Panetta has a very different style from Reagan budget director
David Stockman or Bush director Richard Darman..80th had strong
personalities and big egos and injected themselves into the process.
Don't expect a budget director's introduction to the 1995 budget
like the one Darman included in the 1989 budget that compared the
deficit to a rampaging Cookie Monster.
"We tend to think that it's the president's budget, not the budget
director's budget," said Panetta spokesman Barry Toiv.
Thomas Mann, director of governmental studies at the Brookings
Institution, called Panetta the ultimate team player.
''Success is defined partly by your association with successful
efforts," Mann said. "If he wards off a balanced budget amendment and efforts to lower the caps further, and the White House
gets most of What they wanted, he's a modern day hero."
EDITORS NOTE: Tom Raum erners the White House for
The Associated Press and has follos.ed budget negotiations
through three administrations.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions out our "Perspective" page by writing leuers to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer s address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject arty letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Minty Ledge:
& Times, P.O. Box 1440, Murray, KY 42071.

Okay I'm giving the governor
of this fine state fair warning —
my income tax return is signed,
sealed and on its way to
Frankfort.
As you may have guessed; I'm
getting a refund.
So, rather than going through
the lecture I gave last June about
how the state has no nght to hold
my refund just because it can't
work within the constraints of its
budget. I will respectfully request
my refund be signed, sealed and
delivered to me in a timely
•
manner.
By the way, I do not think July
I', timely.
You sec, I sat down and read
the form and filled everything out
Just three days after receiving my
W-2 form. In fact, I'm mailing
the return more than two months
before the deadline.
Therefore, I see absolutely no
reason why my refund can't be
processed by April or May.
I'll repeat a few of the obser,.ations I made last year.
First, •just about everyone
works with a budget. Mine IS not
quite as large as the Commonwealth of Kentucky's, of course.
Yet, both the state and I have to
work with what we've got.
If I decide to hold a payment
on my car for two or three

CROOKED LINES

Stacey Crook
Ledger & This Ste iVrtrEr
months, I'm quite sure the bank
would come and get it. III determine it would be best not to pay
my electric bill for several
months, I'd probably be sitting in
the dark.
Therefore, why should the state
be able to hold my income tax,
which is technically a bill?
Second, if the state is running
low on money, why not cut corners. such as travel expenses or
paper clips, like the rest of us.
I doubt most of us would jaunt
off to Tahiti if the bank was foreclosing on our mortgages.
Finally, these refunds are not
exactly a surprise event in any
fiscal year.
The Commonwealth has had
plenty of time to plan for these
expenditures. Besides, the state
created its own income tax. Surely, it understands its own system.
Oops, I forgot who I was talking about.
There is one other thing that

bothered me about filing my. state
taxes. When reading the instruction manual, I noticed a statement
which forbids the use of blue ink
on the form.
I understand why one should
not use a pencil. But really, who
cares whether the ink is blue or
black?
Who sits around and makes up
these rules?
• • • •
Oftentimes, readers call me or
other reporters to discuss stories,
give us tips or point out an error.
More times than not, those individuals tell us who they are.
Unfortunately, there are readers who send letters or call and
refuse to give a name.
For instance, 1 got a rather sarcastic note last week from someone who pointed out a grammatical error in a recent story. The
person was correct in pointing
out a mistake. In fact, I appreciated the brief lesson.

What I did not appreciate was
the tone of the note or that the
writer did not sign his or her
name. Was that individual
embarrassed or afraid to make
himself/herself known.
Most reporters will agree with
me when I say we take a chance
by putting our work on public
display daily. The readers know
who wrote a particular story
because each reporter attaches
his/her name to it.
If we, as reporters, can let
everyone know who we are and
let everyone see if we make a
mistake, why is it such a problem
for others who want to remain
anonymous?
What is the big deal?
No one but me knows if someone calls or writes, unless a letter
is sent for publication. On the
other hand, the whole county
knows if I make a mistake.
Yes, that is par for the course
for a reporter. We set ourselves
up for public critique.
But, if a reader has a complaint, comment or suggestion,
why not put a name with it?
I can tell you that I certainly
respect someone who identifies
himself/herself before making a
statement, whether it be positive
or negative.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 31, Los Angeles Times on the Menendez mistrials:
Perhaps at one point Los Angeles County District Attorney Gil Garcetti, elected in November 1992, looked at all the major cases in his
office and figured that the Menendez murder case was scarely the
worst of the varied and troublesome lot he had inherited. For one
thing, at least the trial issues wouldn't be racially polarizing, with a
possible urban explosion hanging on the outcome. ... In other words,
the Menendez trial wasn't Rodney King. So how much of a nightmare
could it be?
No one would say that now.
For, six months later, two separate trials later, hundreds of witnesses later and dozens of hysterical or tasteless of just plain bizarre episodes of witness-stand testimony later, justice in the trials of Erik and
Lyle Menendez is no closer to realization. .. .(T)wo weeks after the
Erik Menendez jury was declared hopelessly deadlocked, so too were
the 12 persons good and true who had deliberated for 25 days in the
case of brother Lyle.
So now, what is the district attorney to do? ...
Garcetti did not appear to be agonizing over the question. The two
brothers, who admitted to the Aug. 20, 1989, shotgun slayings of their
wealthy parents hut pleaded special circumstances as long-suffering
victims of abuse, would be tried again, said the district attorney, firmly. That decision is problematic — and inevitable.
The defendants appear likely to continue to enjoy the benefits of
attorneys who have mounted powerful, imaginative defenses — that,
in effect, the two sons were driven to the insanity of parricide by the
brutal and exploitative circumstances of their wrenching upbringing.
(I)t is to be hoped that Garcetti isn't just whistling in the dark,
gambling on more receptive juries, praying that the Menendez
brothers will not be as apparently effective with juors the second time
as the first. ...
Garcetti did what he had to do.

Jan: 30, The Plain Dealer, Cleveland, on Sen. Bob
Packwood:
"Dear Diary, I wish I never had started you."
That may well have been the entry Sen. Bob Packwood wrote in his
Journal for the day a federal judge ruled that the legislator must provide his personal diary to the Senate Ethics Committee.
It was a good ruling. Packwood's conduct as a public official
should be an open book.
Packwood's conduct through this controversy — allegations he sexually harassed more than two-dozen women, that he has intimidated
witnesses and altered portions of the diary, and now, that he may have
used his office to help his wife get a job — is an embarrassment to the
institution he serves.
U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson rightly ruled that the
diaries were "unquestionably relevant ... to a constitutionally authorized and properly focused inquiry" by the Ethics Committee.
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Jan. 27, Clovis (N.M.) News Journal on we(fare reform:
Americans are facing a bona fide crisis these days — but it's not
the one President Clinton and his administration keep telling us about.
Much as they would have us believe that the health care cost spiral
(which is slowing) and a gap in health coverage merit a radical redesign of an essentially sound system, society is crumbling under the
weight of the welfare state.
Welfare is subsidizing illegitimacy and holding neither biological
parent answerable. That phenomenon, more than anything else, is
turning more and more young men into unguided missiles, bent on
lives of crime. It is turning more and more young women into largely
uneducated and enemployable welfare mothers-in-waiting.
Clinton's real work lies in ending our degenerative culture of welfare dependency.
Instead, he would squander his time and our money on fixing a
health care system that isn't broken.

Boysen increasingly popular target
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Thomas Boysen made headlines
the day he was chosen as Kentucky's first appointed commissioner of education.
Then he began making waves.
which made more headlines.
Now, increasingly, he is made a
target.
Boysen provides a face and a
name for those who oppose Kentucky's education reform effort or
who use it to promote their dream
of government aid to private
schools.
At least one speaker at any
protest rally is guaranteed to
remind the crowd that Boysen is
from California, which apparently
implies subversion.
It helps to have an identifiable
body, not the abstraction of statutes, with which to rally the
troops.
But Boysen is most often in
the crosshairs of one of the creators of the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act — House Majority Leader Greg Stumbo of
Prestonsburg.
It was in Floyd County, Stumbo's home, that Boyscn made
early use of his enforcement
muscle. The state took control of
the school system, one of Kentucky's most notorious.
Boysen brought negligence
charges against the superintendent. Ronald Hager, who was
then removed by the state school

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
Associated Press
board. Boysen later intervened —
some, including Stumbo, say
meddled — in the search for
Hager's successor.
Last week. Stumbo went before
the House Education Committee
and lashed at Boysen anew.
The occasion was a bill he had
introduced to require the Gtneral
Assembly to confirm future commissioners or future extensions of
Boysen's contract.
'A lot of people say, 'You're
ust mad at Dr. Boyscn. ... You
ust want to get rid of Dr. Boysen.' That's true," Stumbo said.

"Dr. Boysen has not done a very
good job."
Stumbo's motives are easily
and obviously suspect. He acknowledges that "I don't particularly appreciate the way he's
treated Floyd County."
But Stumbo insists he mainly
blames Boysen for a failure so far
to realize one of the most important provisions of the reform act
— a technology system that
would link every school office
and classroom and provide a personal computer for every six
students.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Badding, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202.224-2541 (Washington)

It is not enough to make Boysen vulnerable. But Stumbo, one
of the legislative leaders who
wrote the reform law, is not alone
in his disappointment about it.
"The technology program has
been the one thing ... that's been
a problem," Senate Majority
Leader David Karem said. "I've
told Boysen that. It's been a
nightmare.''
But beyond that, Karem said,
"I think he's done a good job, a
B-plus or an A-minus, which in
the great scheme of things is a
pretty good grade."
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose said Boysen has "done a
good job" with "an almost
impossible task" — building
public support but at the same
time being tough.
House Speaker Joe Clarke said
attacks on Boysen were
inevitable.
"You have to recognize ... that
a lot of the criticism of the commissioner is coming from those
counties where education was
used as a political tool," Clarke
said.
"And he has taken hard stands,
trying to break that kind of control. Naturally, there are going to
be'people who are not going to
be happy with that."
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Charles Wolfe Jai statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press,
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FARM
Warm days give gardeners a head start
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Fhaew warm days of February give gardeners a chance to
get a jump on the gardening
season.
I don't mean to suggest that
folks get out and divide perennials or plant annuals, as there is
sure to be plenty of winter weather left to come.
But, there are tasks that can be
accomplished now, and you don't
have to be especially hardy to get
outside and do them when it is
sunny and near 50 degrees.
The first tasks to consider arc
those left over from fall. Raking
leases and cleaning up other garden debris comes to mind.
Poor little crocuses are penistent, but have a hard time coming

experience of one day finding a
hag of withered husks fit for
nothing but the compost pile in
the corner of your garage.
It is too early to divide peren•
malt, but it is an ideal time to
transplant shrubs. They go
through much less transplant
shock when they are moved while
in the dormant state, as the
plant's energy is not then being
used to produce leaves and flowers and can be used to grow new
roots.
These mild February days are
also ideal for spraying dormant
trees and shrubs with dormant
oil. The oil smothers overwintermg insect pests like aphids and
scale.
Fruit trees and roses especially

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
up through a solid mat of oak
leaves.
Also think about planting those
bulbs you never got in last
November before the ground
froze. They can still be planted,
and will live if they've been kept
in a cool place.
They'll bloom late, and won't
be spectacular, but at least they
will bloom.
You'll avoid the depressing

benefit from an application 01
dormant oil.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Soybean plants that grow up to seven
feet tall could provide feed for
dairy cows that produces more
protein and needs less nitrogen
fertilizer than corn, says a
researcher.
The experimental plants, bred
from long-neglected hay-type
soybeans, "open the way to a
new dairy silage for sustainable
farming systems. I think they'll
find a useful niche, especially in
the mid-Atlantic region," says
Thomas Devine, a geneticist with
USDA's Agricultural Research
Service.
Silage is plant material —
mainly leaves and stems — that
is "pickled" by natural microorganisms to yield long-lasting,

And soybeans are a legume,
which nerd less commercial nitrogen fertilizer than com.
"Symbiotic bacteria on soybean roots capture nitrogen from
the air, and the roots slowly
release it as they decay," Devine
said. "After harvesting soybean
silage in summer, a farmer could
plant a small grain, like barley or
wheat, that would use this 'free'
nitrogen."
Soybeans first became popular
in the United States as a hay
crop. Devine noted, with 70 percent of the 1924 crop used for
that purpose.
But that use dropped to 3 percent by 1964, with the rest used
for grain. The drop in hay use
happened. Devine said, because

The truth is, even if there
weren't, gardeners would invent
something just to have an excuse
to be outside, up to their elbows
in din.

"quality was erratic. The plants
dried slowly and rain often leached out nutrients."
The few farmers who do grow
soybeans for silage have to plant
varieties bred for their grain production and therefore produce
much less foliage.
Devine began in 1976 crossing
a hay soybean with grain types
having resistance to diseases and
pests.
The hay type was described as
a vigorous, leafy but little used
strain supplied by Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and _State
University. Devine tests the
plants in cooperative studies with
David Starner of Virginia Tech
and Elwood Halley of The Pennsylvania State University.

ram.
Across the state in 1993,a total of
210,878 youth were involved in 4H, said Bill Umschied, Extension
director of the state 4-H youth
development program with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.

4-H helped youth develop leader- that most of those youth, 201,825 of
ship, citizenship and decision mak- them, participated in 7,934 clubs
ing skills and learn more about and units across the state.
careers and getting jobs, he said.
An additional 3,378 were inThe extent of 4-H programs is
volved in individual study and
revealed in the just-released "Ananother 5,677 participated through
nual Report for Kentucky 4-H
Youth Development" which shows _ instructional television series.

Amount

Pounds
Murray

.),0:; 1,192

Mayfield

There are lots of things that
can be done in the garden during
February.

State 4-H program involved 210,878 youth in 1993
When one secs young 4-Hers
doing their good deMs of cleaning
roadsides or projects to help the
disabled or elderly, one might admire the good will of what one
thinks is a small group of nice kids.
Small isn't the right word, however, for the Kentucky 4-H prog-

Fired l'ohne0'4,i1s544ctulitin.

It is important to remember
that this oil is intended for use on
dormant plants only. The buds on
some trees and shrubs are beginning to swell and will burst open
before you know it, so take
advantage of these first temperate
windless days to get in your earls
spraying.

Tall soybean plants can yield better product
nutritious feed, Devine explained
in a recent edition of Agricultural
Research magazine.
Plants grown for silage are cut,
slightly dried, chopped, then
enclosed in a chamber such as a
bunker. After natural microorganisms use up the chamber's oxygen, other microbes produce lactic acid that pickles the forage.
Soybean silage varieties based
on his experimental strains could
be available in about three years.
Devine said. He will begin testing a few of the hest experimental lines for yield and nutrient
value in Iowa, Pennsylvania and
Virginia this spring.
"Corn is the number one silage, but soybeans potentially can
produce more protein," he said.
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Producers need to report
changes in farm operation
Calloway County producers are
urged to repon any changes of their
farm Operations which could affect
farm program benefits in 1994. In
order to help producers get full
program benefits, farm records
must be up-to-date.
Any changes in land ownership
should be reported to the AM'S
office as soon as possible.

If a farm will have a new owner or
operator effective for 1994, or a
change is made in the operation of
an existing farm unit, producers
should contact their local ASCS
office.
Requests to combine [antis or
divide a farm should be made as
early as possible because reconstaulions require special processing as
well as county committee approval.

U.S. rye production down
in 1993 from previous year
The
WASHINGTON (AP)
1993 U.S. rye production is estimated at 10.3 million bushels,
down 13 percent from the previous year.
The average yield SkaS 27.1
bushels per acre, down 2.3
bushels per acre from 1992, said
a 1993 summary of crop produc-

lion by the National Agrir.ulturJ1
Statistics Service.
Area harvested was 381,000
acres, down 6 percent from last
year. Planted acres were estimated to total 1.49 million, down
6 percent from a year ago.
"This is the smallest planted
area on record," the report said.
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Save An
Additional

$100

All Name Brand Carpeting: Cabin Craft
Philadelphia, Salem, Queens & More

10% Off

Sq. 'Yd.

In Stock - No Wax Vinyl Floors ...IMO off sq. yd.

30% off
30% off
20% off

In Stock - Wallpaper & Sundries
Kirsch Custom Made Blinds
All Drapery Fabrics

Mag-O-Min Cattle Mineral

We now carry carpets by Aladdin Mills
WALLPAPER
from our Order-In Dept.

Selected
Books

30

Boy-A-Min Extra Mineral
Medicated
GOOD USE PERIOD
BEST USE PERIOD

NO WAX VINYL FLOORING
Armstrong Congoleum
Tarkett Mannington
In Stock
Starting

$I Oa

at

February is your month to save on livestock minerals at Southern States.
Call or come by with your order now for February pick-up at Southern States.

840
SAVE
ON SOUTHERN STATES

Sq. Yd.

LIVESTOCK MINERAL

IOC SMITH CARPET

Hwy. till North - ‘turroly

1%1( & Visa Ac‘Altincl)

OP in•Imo

gp

This coupon entitles the purchaser to a discount of $40 per ton
(40 bags) of any Southern States Livestock Mineral purchased
Febquary 1through 28. 1994 at a participating Southern States
dealer Limit 5 coupons per customer
southern
Expiration Date February 28. 1994
•

733-hhk0

Industrial Road - Murra

qp(

states
- 753-1423

Quality forEveryorle
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MONDAY. FEBRUARY 7, 1984

TODAY
HOSPITAL REPORTS
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospttat for Tuesday,
Feb. I, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Hodge baby girl parents Carla and
Keith RI 1 Box 28 Benton
Jesters baby girl parents Pam and
Waller RI 1, Box 501 Branton.
Hendricks baby boy, parents, Kelly
and J L 5855 Caledonia Rd Gracey
Dismissals
James Crawford Nance West View
Nursing Home, Murray, Mrs Sarah E
Greer At I. Box 10, Almo. Mrs Diane
H Basiak, 1709 W Olive. Murray,
Mrs Feiecia D Epps. P 0 Box
1622 Murray. Orville Hutson P0
et3F 130. Mayfield Charles G Tarr.
P0 Box 104. Lynnville.
Charles R Hancock, RI 4. Box 260,
Paris, Tenn , Edward L Whittington,
RI I. Box 119, Water Valley, John P
York. RI 3, Box 144, Murray,
Mrs Michelle Martin and baby girl.
Al 6 Box 87A. Benton, Mrs Lola N
McCuiston, 227 Spruce. Murray, Mrs
Faith E Kyznar, RI 5, Box 604,
Murray,
Mrs Jowanda Mackowey and baby
girl. 106 Tillett Hill Lane. Benton, Justin Whitworth, RI 6. Box 36, Paris,
Mrs Geneva Lovett RI 3
Tenn

New Concord
Club meets
New Concord Homemakers
Club held its January meeting at
August Moon Restaurant.
Lilly Fuqua gave the devotion.
An update newsletter on
"Depression" was by Georgia
McClure. Millie Graves gave the
friendship report. Hazel Matthai
reported on the County Council
meeting.
The lesson on "Home Safety
and Security" was given by
Maurine Morgan. Mary Pullin
reported that Faith Kyznar was in
the hospital.
Other members present were
Ruth Becker, Mary Bramlett,
Vita Duignan, Lucy Finney and
Peggy Mitchell.
The next meeting will be Wednesday, Feb. 9, at 10 a.m, at the
home of Lilly Fuqua. Each person should bring a straw wreath
no larger than 10 inches, floral
pins, the blue pages from the
yearbook filled in, and a brown
bag lunch with drink.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Benton,
Mrs Alpha S Harlow 1125 Village
Rd Apt , Benton, Ma's Jeanette McGehee West VOW Nursing Home Mur•
ray, Joe Underwood At 1 Box
Puryear. Tenn
Clarence Luther Cherry. RI 1 Box
132, Buchanan Tenn Mrs Avian Bar
nett. RI 1. Box 212. Hardin Mrs Thei
ma I Mayfield 305 Woodlawn
Murray

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Parenting class is tonight
Parenting classes are being offered on Monday evenings from 6 to
8 p.m. for tonight, and on Feb. 14, 21 and 28 in Room 107, Special
Education Building, Murray State University, across from National
Scouting Museum on North 16th Stree3t. Brenda Estes will present
hte classes. Free child care is available. Help with homework is
offered for school age children. These free classes are presented as
a cooperative effort of Family Resource Center and Head Start
Program. For more information call the Resource Center at
753-3070 or Head Start at 762-3262.

• • • •
Dismissals and two expirations
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Feb. 2, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs Dianne C Bucy, HCR 75 Box
263 New Concord, Miss Mary Jane
Skinner, 120 Spruce St Murray. Gary
Don Norman, RI 1 Box 443 Benton,
Mrs Katherine D Hutson. 406
Wynn, Paris, Tenn . Mrs Omeda Irvin,
At 1, Box 17, Hazel, Mrs Ens AA Car•
ter, Westwood, Apt 538 Symsonia
Mrs Evelyn IV Page P 0 Box
1051, Cadiz Mrs Estelle Shelton
1709 Calloway, Murray. Mrs Clara J
Waters, 1104 Poplar St , Murray,
Paul Vonschoech, 513 Broad St .
Murray. Mrs manic v Lamb E-4 Cola& Estates, Murray Herbert Covey
604 Vine St Murray
Expirations
Mrs Mary Valentine, 1901 Gales
borough, Murray Leroy W Moodey
Box 208-A. New Concord

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway'
County Hospital for Thursday,
Feb. 3, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Wadlington baby girl, mother. Shelia. 905 Wadlington Rd., Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs Amy Cross. At 3. Box 198.
Benton Mrs Michelle W Bell, RI 2,
Box 198-8. Paris, Tenn.. Mrs Carmen
Payne, 1608 Farmer Ave., Murray,
Mrs Janice Langston and baby girl,
7191 U S Highway 68 West. Benton.
Mrs Elizabeth Fersde and baby boy,
164 Bill Heinen Ln
Mrs Carla 0 Hodge and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Box 28, Benton. Mrs Kelly Hendricks and baby boy, 5855 Caledonia
Rd . Gracey.
Mrs Pam Jestes and baby girl. RI
1, Box 501 Benton. Mrs Rosemarie
Redman. 83 Bayview Dr., Gilbertsville,
Mrs Anita Gail Portis, P.0 Box
222, Benton, Vernon Williams 100
North Sixth, Apt 10 Murray. AAose
Frazee, At 4, Box 354, Camden
Tenn.:
Mrs. Allis Futrell, Donelson Creek
Road, Cadiz: Mrs Euple Bean, At 6,
Box 335. Murray, Mrs Jewell Lee, RI
1, Box 302. Dexter.
Mrs. Georgiana V Cruice, PC Box
655, Dover. Tenn . Mrs. Mary B
Cross, 1408 Walnut Benton

You'll- need us one day...
Even if you are away trots home all day, you can still enjoy a
WELCOME WAGON° visit. Call me, and let's work out a time.
As a Welcome Wagon Representative, I call on new U.S. citizens, bodes-to-be, new parents and movers with a basketful of useful
gifts, coupons for FREE gifts, and information you can use. Absolutely
FREE, and no stnngs attached
I'd like to call on you - and will, when we can set a date and
time that's convenient. Ft's a friendly visit and you'll learn where to find
what you need
Hess Kaltirri COlat 753-3079 WELCOME WAGON'
INTERNATIONAL, INC,
Hess Ingeborg King 492-8348

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON

MEV

Young-at-Heart to meet this week
Young-at-Heart of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet Wednesday. Feb. 9, at noon at the Parish Center. The meeting has been
changed to this week because Feb. 16 is Ash Wednesday. A Valentine program will be presented and dessert will be furnished. All
panshoners and friends are invited.

Bridge and luncheon Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country Club will play bridge at 9:30 a.m at
the club. Also a luncheon will be served at noon. For reservations
call Eva Morris at 753-8584 or Susie at 753-6113.

Mr. and Mrs Mark Allen Gray

Orr and Gray wedding
vows said on Dec. 19
•

Stephanie Ruth Orr and Mark Allen Gray ssere married in a Landlelight ceremony at Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Memphis,
Tenn., on Sunday, Dec. 19. Deacon George J. Edwards of the Diocese
of Little Rock, uncle of the bride, officiated at the double ring service.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Jane Vester Allen and Joe Farmer
Orr of Murray. She is the daughter of Mrs. Kathryne Cain and Preston
Orr of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Adair Vester of Pocahontas, Ark.
The groomis the son of Mrs. Sandra Gray Todd and the late James
Edwin Gray of Memphis. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Noble Rawls of Paris, Tenn., and the great-grandson of Mrs. Lela
Broady and Mrs. Elizabeth Rawls, all of Paris.
Music was presented by Chris Nemec, organist, Scott Moore, trumpeter. and Lee Person, soloist.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a dress of white
satin. The portrait neckline gown was heavily beaded with pearls and
iridescent sequins on Alencon lace from neck to fitted basque waistline. Straight sleeves, also beaded and sequined with Alcncon lace
windows, ended, buttoned to the wrist in Calla lily points. Her bouffant skirt and cathedral train were bordered in scalloped Schiffli lace
encrusted with pearls and sequins. Back detail featured satin buttons
to a candy box bow with wide streamers appliqued with Venice lace
and pearls.
From her "borrowed" tiara of Alencon lace overcast with pearls and
sequins and a puff in the back fell her fingertip veil of bridal illusion.
Pearl and diamond teardrop earrings were her only jewelry. She carried a cascade bouquet of white roscsbuds and ivy. Inside her bouquet
was a keepsake lace handkerchief given to her by her grandmother,
Mrs. Cain, and inside her shoe was a sixpence given to her by the
groom's grandmother, Mrs. Rawls.
Mrs. Lesley Orr Haston of Sparta, Tenn., attended her sister as matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Recce Raney, Michelle Houston, Kim
Hart, and Amy Decolibus. Junior bridesmaids were Stacey Vester and
Lindsey West, cousin and niece respectively of the bride. They wore
long bouffant dresses of emerald green iridescent taffeta and carried
white rabbit fur muffs.
Flower girls were Jordyn Edwards and Emily Reynolds, cousins of
the bride. The:), wore tea length dresses of off white taffeta with emerald green sashes and carried garlands of white cabbage roses, mock
orange and ivy.
The groom wore a black notched lapel tuxedo with white silk paisley vest and bow tie and boutoniere of a white rose with baby's
breath.
Mason Gray served his brother as best man. Groomsmcn were Cliff
and Greg Todd, stepbrothers of the groom, Scott Pollan and Lance
Stewart. Ringbearer was Will Vester, cousin of the bride. They wore
similar black tuxedoes with black cummerbunds and bow ties and
white baby's breath boutonnieres.
A reception followed at the Colonial Country Club.
The four-tiered columned wedding cake featured white roses and
baby's breath with a cascade of ivy falling from top to base. The
groom's cake featured flying chocolate moulded ducks and dark mocha chocolate piping. The club was decorated throughout in red and
green decorations.
After 5 honeymoon in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park,
the couple is residing in Memphis, Tenn.
-The groom's mother hosted a rehearsal dinner at the Old Beethoven
Club, Memphis, Tenn.

South Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club holds meeting at the Erwin home
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A WHOLE NEW LOOK

Brenda Erwin opened her home
tor the January meeting of South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club.
"Home and Personal Safety"
was the lesson presented by
Clarkie Butterworth.
Clovis Brown gave the devotion on "Speak unto the children
of Israel that they may go for-

ward" was taken from Exodus 14
and 15.
Songs and games were led by
Imogene Paschall.
Mrs. Erwin and her cohostess,
Lisa McDougal, served refreshments. Present were 15 members.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Feb 9, at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Brown.

glo Valentine Day Special!
This Valentine's Day give your sweetie a heart-shaped cake. Great taste
at a special price, and they might even share it with you!

Auditions are announced
Auditions for the comedy, "Play It Again, Sam," will be tonight
and Tuesday. Feb. 7 and 8, in Room 310 of Wilson Hall, Murray
State University campus. The play will,b e produced by Playhouse
in the Park March 10-19 and is the fourth offering of the Playhouse
1993-94 season. There are roles for three men and nine women,
college age and up. Auditioners will be asked to read from the
script, or may present a prepared audition if they choose. Auditions
arc open to anyone and for information call the Playhouse at
759-1752.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, Feb. 8, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. "Caring" will be the topic of the program with a
video, "ADRDA" to be shown. Free sitter service during meetings
is provided by Shared Care Adult Day Program, but persons should
contact Susan Plunkett, LPN, at 762-0576, by Monday at 4 p.m.
For more information call Joretta Randolph at 753-5561, or Cindy
Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100.

Cardiac Support Group to meet
Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday. Feb. 8, at 10 a.m, in
the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A video on
"How to Read the New Food Labels" will be shown. For more
information contact Shirley Lamb, Cardiac Rehab Coordinator,
762-1170.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make
stops during this week. Offered will be blood pressure, pulse,
cholesterol and triglyceride screenings. Also available will be a
Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit at cost of $4. On Tuesday the
Express will be at Big Sandy, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30 a.m, and at
Henry, Tenn.. from 12:30 to 3 p.m. Wednesday the express will be
at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. On Thursday the Express will be at Wingo
from 9 to 11 a.m, and at Sedalia from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Deadline is Feb. 15
The deadline is rapidly approaching for high school seniors to
submit applications for scholarships from Murray State University
for the 1994-95 school year. According to Carmen Garland, director of the University's Scholarship Office, students must have their
credentials and applications on file by Tuesday. Feb. 15, to be eligible. An ACT composite score of 21 is also required. For more
information contact Garland at 762-3225.

Leisure Life plans trip
The Leisure Life is planning a trip to Evansville. Ind., on Feb. 23
and 24 to see the World Cup Figure Skating Champions. Cost of
the trip will be 590 per person which includes World Cup skaters,
overnight at Executive Inn, buffet breakfast, tour of John lames
Audubon Museum, lunch and tour of historic Reitz House, tour of
the old court house, shopping at Eastland Mall, and tips, tax and
baggage handling. For more information or to book reservations
call 753-1893.

Celebrity Celebration on Feb. 10
Heart Celebrity Celebration will be Thursday, Feb. 10, at Holiday Inn. William R. Staudacher will be chairperson with Anne
Adams as mistress of ceremonies. Proceeds will go to American
Heart Association Community Educational Healthy Living Programs and for research at the University of Louisville. For reservations call Julie Smith. Calloway County Division president,
753-9802.

Calvary Temple revival scheduled
American Indian Missionary Fred Smith is speaker at revival services at Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church, U.S. Highway 641
South, which started Sunday and will continue through Sunday,
Feb. 13. Services are at 7 p.m. nightly, according to the Rev. Darrell Young, pastor, who invites the public to attend.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday. Feb. 9, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
— compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and no diets.
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'7.95 at
Pam's Cake Hut

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Calk

410 Main SL
Next to Wallis Drugs

759-1752

Only

Order Early
Call 759-4492

AUDITIONS!
for

Play It Again, Sam
Comedy in 2 Acts
Roles for men & women
February 7 &8•7:00 p.m.
Room 910.
Wilson Hall. M8U

Robertson and Harper vows
will be said here on Feb. 12

CALENDAR
Monday, Feb. 7
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ship Hall, First Baptist Church
Purchase Area Toastmasters/6
p m ePaglial's
Single Tool p m rlowe's Steak
Horne InfoiWynnona 753-7845, Celia 753-6078 or Kay. 436-5000
Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 p m for
senior citizens acttvioes
Weak, Center open 8 a in -2 p m for
senior citizens activities
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/potluck at 6 30 p m .
meeting at 7 30 p m lodge hall
Agoraphobia, Anxiety, Panic Disci,oer Support Group/6 30 p m 'St
.ohn s Episcopal Church
inlo.753-1907 arid ask for Kathy
Weight Control Group/6
p m +Glendale Road Church of Chnst
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p m
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 630 p in
First United Methodist Church events
p in .
include Reach-Out Callers
Spiritual Renewal Service/7 p m
Murray -Calloway County Camera
Club.7 p m./Calloway County Public
Library
First Baptist Church events include
Trustees meetin9i2 30 p in . Parents
Night Out06-10 p in. Lothe Moon w•
Opal Howard and Betty Sledd wi'
Joretta Randolph/7 p in
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6 30 p m /Water Valley
Community Center
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p m /American Legion Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets
info.,753-8136 or 435-4314
Calloway County High School
Basketball Junior Varsity,l5 p m , Varsity Girls./7 pm. at Paducah Tilghman
Murray High School events include
KiIRIS Testing/8.25-10'15 a ns . Freshmen basketball team hosts Calloway/
6 30 p m
Summer Job Fair/10 a m -4
pm ICurris Center Ballroom, Murray
State University
Murray Slate University basketball
games with Morehead with Lady
Racers/5 30 p m . Racers•7:45
p m •Flacer Arena
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
open 8 30 a in -12:30 p.m -.and
1 30-4 30 p m

Tuesday, Feb. II
First United Methodist Church events
include Tucker•Frost Circle w/Betty
Lowry and WatersiDoran•Hayes Circle
at churchl 30 a m . Spiritual Renewal
service.-7 pm
First Christian Church events include
Prayer for youth/7 a m , Reunion
Group/8 am, CWF Group lit0 am
with Nancy Wright and Jane Kellenburg. CWF Group lll.730 pm with
Joyce Evans
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers Day Out/9 am and 3 p m
Estelle Gray Group/9 30 a m w
Pauline Cobb Sharon Wells Mission
Grouonoon w/Ann Churchill. Louella
I3eddoe Group/7 pm wiSusie Malone
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening PrayerS 15 pm
Jonathan Whitaker trombone recital 8
pm /Farrell Recital Hail, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State University
Admission free
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open 8 30 a in -12 30 p in and
1 30-4 30 p m Admission free
Murray High School J V and Varsity
Basketball Boys and Girls teams play
at Mayfield/5 pm

Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9 30
a in and Story Hour•10 30 am
Social Security representakve/10 30
a in -12 30 p in Calloway County
Public Library
Murray Star Chapter No 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7 30 p in /Masonic

Hall
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building.
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Tuesday, Feb. 8
Calloway County Fiscal Court. 1
p in office of Judge/Executive J D
Williams.
Murray-Calloway Chapter of United
We Stand/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library. Public invited.
Almo-Dexter Fire District meeting/7
p in Temple Hill United Methodist
Church
Murray Primary PTO skating
party/6-8 p in /Circus Skating of
Murray.
Calloway County High School Junior
Varsity and Varsity basketball boys
host Reidland/6 p.m.

Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)7 pm /Chamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne, 7510224. or Linda,
Wadesboro Homemakers Club/11
a in .Sirloin Stockade

South Murray Homemakers Clubil 1
am louie's Steak House
Dextersenior activities are cancelled
today because of death in community
Weeks Centerlopen 8 am -4 p in /for
senior citizens activities
Hazel Centeropen 10 a m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p m +American Legion Hall.
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group at
Fern Terrace Lodge,2 pm

Shedd Dyslexia Clinc
date is set for Feb. 19
The Shedd Dyslexia Foundation has set up its next Screening
Clinic date on Saturday, Feb. 19,
at Mayfield. This will be to help
children, teenagers and adults
with reading problems.
Students with dyslexia are
bright children. They often have
perceptual problems which
affects their reading or comprehension; however this is not
their whole problem. They often
have problems with being organized, paying attention and concentrating. Spelling and writing
,skills are weak. Some have trouble with reversing letters and
numbers.
Dyslexics are often described
as immature, unmotivated, or
resistant hccuase of their learning
problems. Some are overactive
and distractible. By looking at
them or talking to you would
thing that they are very bright
individuals who must be doing
very well in school. Sometimes
they are inconsistent. One minute

they are doing well, and then
they have forgot.
The Shedd Syslexia Foundation offers tutoring programs in
different communities. In the
programs, one parent becomes
involved by helping tutor the students. Classes include I-1 reading, social skills training and a
listening skills class.
The first step is to identify the
program. A Screening Clinic has
been set up to help parents in the
idenitification of their child's
problems. If a student qualifies,
based on the screening, then he
or she would be eligible for participation in a program in their
area.
To set up an appointment for
screening or for information, call
or write Debbie Taylor, Admission's Office, 1-502-247-8007, or
Shedd Dyslexia Foundation, 346
Central Ave., P.O. Box 493,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066. Limited
scholarship assistance is
available.

Harris Grove Club meets
Gene Wrather presided at the
January meeting of Harris Grove
Homemakers Club held at Ellis
Center.
"Make Your Home Safe" was
the main lesson given by Anna
Lou Jones. Points stressed . were
alarm systems, good security
habits, protection of possessions,
marking valuables and proper
locks.
Katherine Ray gave a demonstration on "Seminole Patchwork." Using the Rotary Cutter
Technique, these designs are used

on shirts, pants, purses, etc.
Quava Honchul gave the information update on "Depression."
Obena Hale's invocation was
from Exodus 14:15 with emphasis on growth in love. Elizabeth
Parks led the recreation.
Hostesses were Anna Lou
Jones and Quava Honchul. Others
present were Myrtle Jone,s Agnes
Watson, Lurlene Wilkerson and
Martha Wrablic.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 9, at 10 a.m, at the home of
Myrtle Jones with Elizabeth
Parks as cohostcss.

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
About 20 preachers were praised for "their efforts in making our community a better place for humanity" by Eva Mohler, president, at the
annual meeting of Murray Clvitan Club to honor local preachers on
Thursday evening. In top photo, Ms_ Mohler introduces Sheriff Stan S,,4 dealer.
Scott, right, who spoke to the CivItans and guests. In thd botom photo, Nurieftiouth vulnerable.
Ms. Mohler presents Henry Hargis, minister of Union Grove Church of
NORTH
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Mr. and Mrs. Herchell Robertson of Murray announke the engage ,
ment and approaching marriage ot their daughter, Barbara Aline
Robertson, to Jeffrey Clay Harper of Lynn Grove, son of Mr and Mrs
Jack Harper of Hazel.
The bride-elect as a 1980 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
The wedding will be Saturday, Feb. 12, at 1:30 p.m. at Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
No invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends are united to
attend.

Info/753-0082

First Presbyterian Church/6 p in
Hardin TOPS Chapter open houseil7-8
pm .Hardin Library Info/1-527-7098
Murray Lions Club/6 30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
THEOS/2 p m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Murray Christian Women's Club
Prayer Coffee/9 30 a in /home of Eva
Hale
Murray Branch of AAUW16•30
p m ./PagliaCs Restaurant

South

Kelly R. Young, 1510 North
Fourth St., Murray, has been notified of her successful completion
of the requirements for receiving
the Certified Professional Secretary rating.
-Young has completed all parts
of an examination administered
by the Institute for Certifying
Secretaries, a department of Professional
Secretaries
International.
The CPS exam which is given
in Max' and November of each
year is a two-day, six part comprehensive test inclusive of business law, behavioral science in
business, economics and management, accounting, office administration and communication,
and office technology.
Yougg is currently employed at
Murray State University in the
office for University Relations
and Administrative Services as
administrative secretary to John
Fitzgibbon, interim vice
president.
The daughter of John Pritchard
and Elaine Hadaviay, Young is

Pottertown
Homemakers
Club meets
Nancy Wright presented a lesson on "Safety Tips and Gadgets"
at the January meeting of Pottertown Homemakers Club held at
Holiday Inn.
Presiding was Bobbie Cook.
Mary Moore, secretary-treasurer,
gave her reports. [Arctic Cooper
gave the devotion. Directing the
recreation was Anita Purvis.
Other members also present
were Jo Roberts, Lottie Hurt and
Lavine Carter.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 9, at Holiday Inn.

EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good
V American Heart Association

'14 9

am.. 5 p.m. Sat C a.m.. 7 p.m. Sun 1.5 p.m
II" % 5•41 •
tillsmpk Plaid
75.1-2.1/01

I'ass
l'ass
l'ass
(Ipening lead — ace of hearts.
This spectacular deal arose in
the 1993 playiiff between Mexico and
Canada to determine which of the
two countries would play in the
Venice Cup World Women's Team
Championship later in the year.
Canada won the match by a comfortable margin despite being on the
wrong end (tithe deal at both tables.
When Mexico's Luisa(Irinberg
,ind Laura Msriscal held the NorthSouth cards, the bidding went as

West

North East

A)b&
2+
4+
Ithle
All Pass
Puss
South could have saved the day by
removing her partner'ssecond double
to five diamonds, or four notruirip.
(asking North to choose a minor). but
she elected to pass.The contract could
have been defeated, but North led
the king of diamonds rather than a
top club. NoRnik discarded her losing
club on the diamond ace and later led
a heart to dummy's queen to hold her
losses to three tricks.
Plus590 at this table gave Mexico
a total gain of 1,190 points, or 15
IMI's, on the deal.
Pass

I

Carol's
Beauty Salon
'Pew

welcomes

Dana Washer
to

married to Richard N. Young and
they have one datiehter. Michel lc
11,

Stewart baby
born Jan. 4
Dr. and Mrs. Chad Lee Stewart
Jr. of Cocoa. Fla., are the parents
of a son, Chad Lee Stewart III,
born on Tuesday. Jan. 4, at
Orlando Arnold Palmer Hospital
for Children and Women.
The baby weighed eight
pounds eight ounces. The mother
is the former Beth Habegger.
Paternal grandparents are Dr
Chad Lee Stewart Sr. and Betty
Thurman Stewart of Murray.
Paternal great-grandparents are
the late Roy and Ryon Stewart
and the late Rudolph and Euple
Outland Thurman, all of Murray.
In head-to-head competition with television, radio
and direct mail, newspaper is the shoppers' choice
for advertising information in 19 product and
servicecategories. In fact,
the number of people
relying on newspaper is
greater than the other

their staff.

-Dana has been a hairdresser for two years.
She specializes in perms, colors and acrylic nails.

Kelly R. Young

Come by on Monday,Tuesday, Thursday, Friday or Saturday
and take advantage of Dana's February Nail Special!
Acrylic Nail Set ... s30

72
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Experience Knowledge Personal Service
KENTUCKY
FINANCE...
Proudly Serving
the Murray
Community
for over
40 YearS
let to Right Sandy Jackson, Mika Blanker, Manager
Jack° Lyles, Marilyn &Aeon, Card Downy, Tern Boggess

KENTUCKY
FINANCE
' • '-i.outh 5th • Downtown Murray • 753-2621 • 9 5 Mon Thurs /9 6 Fri
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At the other table. with Elena
Bruciloveky and lironia Nosnik of
Mexico sitting East-West. Zsiosnik
opened the West hand with one spade,
leading to this auction:

Tomorrow:Sheer skulduggery.

For Your Comenience Now Offers

Dail, :Monday - Frida
Ship Weekly & Sate irione

North East
2 N'T
I'ass

•

Young gets CPS rating

shown. The Canadian West elected
not to act initially with her 7-5 distil:
bution, no doubt planning to enter
the auction at her next turn.
Thisstrategy backfired,however,
when her next chance to hid came
over five diamonds, at which point
she decided to leave well enough
alone. With the club queen falling
singleton. Mariscal had no trouble
making her contract, losing only the
two red aces for plus 600.

South

West
'
8.48

'
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,

($10.00 Minimum)

UPS Pick-Up
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Calloway High announces perfect attendance Analysis says state's
population is aging
Calloway County High School
has released the perfect auendance
for the second nine weeks.

FRESH MA 11
Amanda Adams, Eledus Adams, Melissa
A Airiley, Amanda Anything, Casey Bob
ter. Lisa M Ekbber, Jerry W Budeng.
Bradley A Bogard. Amy Boggeas, Holly N
Brandon, Ihsvid Vs Burckn, John/ Bugden,
lion A !lurches*. loan Burgess, Jamie
Burkeen, Craig Butler, Beanie Carbeugh,
Beth Cam*ay ,Lon Carson, Dein S Cavan,
Boone I- Clumben, Jeremy Chapman, EInce
Coney. Joey Con, Melts. I Crawford,
Danny M Crouch, Michelk Crouse, Tracy
Crowder, Angie Curtis, Allison Duke, Michael J
Duman. Patty Duncan, Jamie L
Easley, Randy Edrnonson, Jon M Emstberger, Lon Farley, Mau E•rmer, Brad Forms
ter. Angie 1-onener, Carla M Futrell, Michael Galloway, Misty Ghsson, Debra A
Green. Slichelk I. Green, Susan Green,
Patricia K Greer, Tiffany Bak, Nicholas T

Helton. He-ether Henderson, Justin L Her
ben, Jana Herndon, Stephen Hester. Michael
D Hicks. Tbornaa Holcomb, Darnel
Honey. Bradley D Johnson, Mark loran
son. Melissa M Johnson, runorhy Johnston,
Joe K Jones, Nathan /I Keller. Jay Kelso.
Kathy B Kuhns.. Russell I Encl.,
Heather J Lennon, Holly Leslie. bye Mar
un, Josh McKeel, Klatt Miller, Man R
Morgan. &rah Morns, Josh Morton, Crystal
L Nadeau, Wm Erik E Nark... Derck F.
Nance. Troy L Nichols. Andre* M ORourkc, Kyle Parker, Leone Jo Parker, William Pams, Celeste A Peterson. Chns
Prescott. Crystal Pnce, Susie Ruiner,
Cattenne Riley, Ragen W Riley. Keith
Ross, Renee Rowland, Jennifer Shaffer.
Theodore Skinner, Beth A Stinker, Chad M
Smith, Jeremy M Smith, Jason R Spam,
Billy Speed. Jason S Stalin., Karly
Sitwell, Ray L Stone, Sean K Stonecipher,
Chad Thom, Stephanie G Ward, Brenda
Washer, Knsy Whitfield, Ginger A Whit
Laker, Thomas Wikos, Danielle D

Letters of Appreciation
Dear Editor
I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to all the nice people who
were so helpful some when I fell in front of the Dollar General Store Feb.
20.
A special thanks to Bennie Purcell who was especially kind and
helpful.
Margaret Rose
Kirksey, KY

her, Chad Garland, Nam L Galleon, Enn
Emm Grogan. Jason Coogan, Drew
Harnett Jeff Han, Emily Behan. Jason
Herbert. Jay Herndon,Ganger Hacks, Allison
Hocking, Thorne. Hombuckle, Jennifer
Jones, Johnny lamb, Jimmy Lampe. lesion
Luc Jeremy Long. Terry Lomas. Justus P
Manna, Mike Manning, Courtney McCoy,
Eric McKee, Robert E 11.lansose, Trey
Miller, Maria Mixon, Patna MOTS, ShannOn Nelson, Trent Nu, Blu Norsisorthy,
Peter °Rourke, Amberly Overbey. Em
Owen, Melody Parker. Dustin Parks, Soot:
Paschall, Jennifer Paul, Angela Peal, Mars
Perry, Josephine V Petersen, Grant Pittman,
Krtsun Poet, IDSIStill Poole, Susan Potu,
Candy Ramsey. Shane Raspberry, Tommy
Richter, Andy Rose, Tony Seavers, David
Smotherman, Sarah Stalluis, Linda Stubble
field, Shawn. Thompson, Michael Tucker,
Jemmy Vaughn, Kelley Vickery. Chad Wal
lace. Chad Ward. Liu Warner, Monica
Williams, Stephanie Williams and Heidi

Bradiud J Wilson. Michelle Winalall and
Billy D Woods
SOPHOMORES
Craig Adams, Heather Alin amyl An
(tenon. ?debuts Baud. Holly L Barnes, Carl
W Berry, Melinda Baring, Dolly &grad,
Jeffrey D Bogard, Richard D Brown.
Chanda Dawson, Adam Duncan, Brad Duo
can. lames Duncan, Angela Elkins, Wesuh
Ellis, Wesley A England, Kathy Erkman,
Chns N Estes, Mittel 1 Evand. Andrew
Falwell, Shane Gamer, Jackie 1 Geunn.
Troy Geunn. Heather Glasson, Shawn Gore,
Susan Hale, Tony. Itarnbn, Knsu Hargis,
Crystal Henderson-Gmen, Crystal Hertel,
Knave /tokens, Robert L Holland,Stephanie Holland, Mau James, Kylie Johnson,
Brock Jones, Jamie Jones, Rhonda Keel,
Jason Key. Jaime Kimbro, Crystal Kidney,
Teresa Lee, Jared Loki", Hilary Lyons,
Cassie Maness, Jason McClure, Brandon
McCoy, Sean McWherter, Mance Nips,
Andrew Murrell. Andrew Pardue, Tammy
Parker, Brandy Paschall, Michael Paschall,
Joey Peck, Patty Redden, Clint Riley, /Acts
Ross, Amanda Rowland, E A Royal, Nikki
Satterwhite, Becky Schroeder,Julie Seefeldt,
Lands Skagga. Melissa Slay. Dave Smith,
Ashler Turner, Shannon Vaiks. Genoa Vat,
Amermgen, Derek VanderMolen. Stephanie
Wallace, Myles E Worster, Rhea Ann
Wright. Apnl L Wyatt. Julie Yoo and
Jennifer C Young

WIISOft

SENIORS
Jesse Arent, Mike Arnett. Vanessa Bury.
Anthony Carroll, Chrystie Carson. Michael
Catherson. Clay Cowan, Cilium. Dick, Michael Donato, Jennifer Dowdy, Veronica
Dunn, Alex Dupuis, Shirley M Dupws,
Mike Elkins, Marc Eon, Robert Guinn,
Chad Gray. Amanda Jackson. Rhonda Kimbro. Clint Lee, Mani 11cClard, Amy McKee,
Jason Mechler, Brett S Miller, Knso Morton, Jason Neale, Jeremy Norvell, Allison
Orr, Bryan Pierce, Karn Poole, Mitzi Rickman, Brad Robinson, Nicole Ross, Olney
Scott, Lands Slone, Calves Stone, Leah
Stuart, Shannon Sullivan, Chris Thom Clint
Todd, Jay Todd, Broc Walker, Beth 14 ilker
son and Jason Wood

JUNIORS
Jennifer L Baird, Farrah Beach Jonathon
Bennett, Tyler Bohannon, Misty Boswell,
Cassy Brame, Kenny Buchanan, Bryan
Burgess, Ashley Cleaver. Jared Colson,
Celena Cooper, Dana Cooper, Billy Cox.
Tommy Cunningham, Nathan Dodd, Anthony Duncan, Annie Forester, Mingo Firm -

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The percentage of young people in
Kentucky has been shrinking, and that could have serious consequences for the state's public schools.
An analysis of census data by the University of Louisville's Kentucky State Data Center shows by 2000, the state will have 100,000
fewer young people than it did in 1900.
Projections released today by center director Ron Crouch show
that by 2020. Kentucky will have about 704,000 residents 14 and
younger compared with more than 656,000 65 and older.
School districts get money based on enrollment. Fewer students
mean less money, and some districts are already feeling the pinch.
Statewide, school enrollment is expected to increase by 3,200
students next school year, according to state Education Department
estimates. But Crouch said that growth can be attributed to migration into Kentucky or movement from private schools to public
on't
\iiLLlast over the long haul.
schools and 1
Boyd Count in eastern Kentucky already is living with the
effects of a shn .ng youth population.
The school districOass closed four elementary schools in the last
four years and has consolidated two junior high schools into one
middle school, said Superintendent Dan Branham.
Over the last 12 years, student enrollment has dropped from
5,000 to about 3,900, he said. Each student loss means a loss of
S3,200 in state funding.
While some expenses decrease with fewer students, others do
not, said Superintendent Tod Williams of the Paris Independent
district in Bourbon County.
The buses still cover the same mutes, but pick up fewer children.
And if no schools are closed, the maintenance of buildings still
costs the same, he said.
Crouch said the shrinking youth population is a nationwide phenomenon, with 33 of the 50 states reporting fewer young people
during the 1980s, He said Kentucky's youth population, however,
is shrinking at a faster rate.

DAY SALE

VALENTIN

Chamber News

25,A, OFF

300/bl-0500/0 OFF

LINGERIE FOR HER

1 4KT GOLD JEWELRY

Sale 12.99 .Reg $18 Adonna satin chemise with
adiustable spaghetti straps

30% OFF

Sale 1999.

DOCKERS. SHIRTS. SLACKS AND
SHORTS FOR MEN

Gemstones

20% OFF Watches from Amnitron°, Tirner Seiko° 2.

Sale 10.99 Reg 14 99 Romantic lace-trimmed
tell-, N. th delicate keyhole hoot

SAVE ON
M0
,
13

JPVVen photographs may be en,arged to show Oeta, arra.onry ci
JCPerney stores erti,F-.e Jewevy Worn-ants Oamoncl sae encludes
ofIly that awelry where chamonch constItote the greatest value
Merchandise shown .5 regesrtathre Oil,. assortment SekKkon may
wary by store Some merchandse may not be wadable at eery store X
an tens,. not a.anable at your nearest 1Ceenney store ore kwel glaSS
order 4,0, roc. Jeweiry sue p,,ins effective Jr 30IT through Feb 26th

Reg. $28. Lusurous washable silk chemise

Now 27.99
Now 29.99
Now 24.99

Short sleeve madras paid snirt
Febblecloth pants
Peeled Will shorts

'Now" prices effective through Feb 21st

SAVE ON ALL SAVE ON ALL 150/0 T0 40% OFF
JCPENNEY EXCLUSIVE NIKE
FOOTWEAR & ALL REEBOK
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

HUNT CLUB LEE'. LEVI'S - AND
ST JOHN'S BAY. SHORTS
FOR MEN
Now 1999.

Lae vennkle resew,' shorts

Selle $12 Reg $16 St John's my- t«,11 ShOrtS
Now prices effective through March 10th
Sale prices effective through Feb 2tst

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

1994 JCRennay Company Inc
Regular prices appearing in this ad are offering prices only
Sides may Of may not have been made at regular prices
Sam ”nr es on regular ;shoed nserchanOse *het hve thmooph Feb tat,,
o...••••••11 usings on regular once, or oe.ignal pm** as shown

37.99 Reg $45 Nike• Wattle Extra for wOrtYan
2999 Reg $40 Reebok" Fahtasy shoes tor women
24.99 Reg $30 lieke• Decade tor men
prices *Netts" through Feb 210.

Office Phone
759 1400
Catalog Prone
7S4 4060
1 800 222 615/

Store Hours
Mon Sat i09
Sufi 1230530
Salon Howl
Mon Tires Wed 10 8
Fri 98
Trios
Sat 96 Sun 15
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DURING OUR BABY SALE
20% OfF kilmnsToddlw *mew separates 5 sets
layers outerwear 6 windsuds
20% TO 33% OFF Apparel tor new/toms
25% OFF Newborn3n/ansToddler dresses II dress up,
Push bys, Sesame Stmee scoassones I apparel, bed
dIng I towels. diaper brio & nursery decor
25% TO 40% OFF Intantloddler .Jnderweei hosiery.
tights I sleep...ear
25% OFF Al Etarney• pusb. apcsre S accessories
To lyre 01•0110
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Chestnut Hills • Murray

• With the 1994 General Assembly
currently in full swing, we need to
talk. Let us talk workers' comp —
not a particular interesting subject
unless it is about to either put you
out of business, or at least is eating
away at your bottom line.
"We have an honest to goodness
crisis looming in workers'comp and
nobody is paying attention." That
was the message delivered by Bruce
Ferguson, president of Underwriter's Safety and Claims and founder
of the New Kentucky Worker's
Compensation Research Institute.
The cause of this crisis is simple, we
pay too much for comp. To understand why we pay too much, we
must look at the system.
First, let me say we are looking at
a system, that without major overhaul, will go broke. The problem is
the comp system's special fund is
now $1.86 billion in debt. The
special fund or pool as it is called is
intended to be an insurer of last
resort, providing coverage to companies with such high comp losses
that insurance companies don't have
to cover them. Such pools typically
operate at a loss which is s'..ared by
all of the companies selling insurance in the voluntary market.
It's simple, insurance companies
don't stay where there are huge
losses. The pool assessment has
grown from 9.9 cents in 1984 to
44.6 cents for 1992. By comparison,
Indiana pays 3 cents on the premium
dollar into the pool; in Illinois, 3.3
cents.
Insurance
companies
have
started pulling out of Kentucky.
They are either unable or unwilling
to shoulder the pool's burden that
forces more employers into the
pool, and it grows, along with its
losses. The pool currently has
19,260 employers(10/25/93)representing over 42 percent of the total
premiums in Kentucky.
Maine recently ran out of insurance companies willing to write
compensation policies, and other
states have come close. History
seems to indicate that insurers
started bailing out when the subsidy
exceeded 20 percent of voluntary
premiums. Kentucky is well past
that at 42 percent
Managed medical care: provide a
system which assures that medical
care delivery is appropriate and cost
effective.
For the past five years. Kentucky
had the 10th highest medical costs
of the 31 states monitored by NCCI.
(Kentucky's recent fee schedule is a
first step in cost containment.)
The Actuaries of Mercer & Co.
predicted that managed care would
lower Kentucky's workers'compensation medical cost by 25 percent
and overall costs by 8 to 10 percent.
Eliminate working miner rib:
prohibit miners from receiving retraining incentive benefits while
still working in mines.
The department's report found,
"economic and cost driving debate
aside, the working minor rib
awarded is in the board's judgement
contrary to public policy. It serves
the interest of the bar at the expenses
of the coal miner."
Fraud and embellishment:a fraud
statute should be enacted so that all
parties to the Workers Compensa'lion Act be held accountable for
actions in connection with the act.
This list of recommended

changes to the Kentucky Workers'
Compensation Act while extensive,
and in some cases profound, will
have a substantial cumulative effect
on the cost to employers and e_ace
the economic burden in connection
of both job loss and job creation in
Kentucky.
The changes take little away from
the genuinely injured worker, in
fact, they will raise benefits in many
cases. They do, however, speak to
the extensions of the act that have
crept in since its initial revision in
1972. While such changes will not
be easy, it would go a long way to
providing a stable workers' compensation market in the Commonwealth for years to come.
Finally, if you have an interest in
this issue and other issues like
health care,taxes,education,please
attend a legislative meeting at the
Industry Technology Building on
MSU campus on Saturday, February 12th from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Representative Freed Curd and Senator Jeff Green will be available to
answer your questions or listen to
your concerns.
The solution is simple, but do we
have the coverage to make substantive changes while the legislature is
convened in Frankfort? Above all,
we must have a comprehensive
approach to the issue and not merely
a band-aid or piecemeal remedy.
We must get at the real "cost-drivers" and create a better system.
To better educate the business
community, here are some suggested changes that can have significant cost savings associated with
each and every one. These are in no
order of priority, but will hopefully
show you there is hope if we act
now.
Key elements of comprehensive
reform: definition of injury, definition of disability, managed medical
care, eliminate working miner rib
and fraud and embellishment.
Definition of injury: redefine injury to establish medical criteria for
linking a physical change of condition to a specific employment-related activity. Redefine disability to
be based on functional impairment
and actual loss of earnings.
In 1988, fewer than 2,500 injury
claims were filed. In 1993, more
than 8,000 are expected.
According to the Department of
Workers' Compensation's report to
the advisory council released in
October: "...the increased incidence
of Kentucky "injuries is not the
frequency with which accidents occur. Rather, the law has artificially
broadened the definition of injury to
include conditions which have not
been compensable in the past."
From 1981-90, Kentucky had
twice as many back injury claims as
Illinois and about the same number
as Michigan — a state with a
workforce several times larger than
Kentucky's.(NCCI Workers' Compensation Back Study, 1993)
Definition of disability: redefine
reopening criteria to be based on a
medically verifiable worsening in
physical condition and loss of earnings.
In 1988, there were 152 reopened
claims. In 1993, more than 1,100 are
expected. (Since 1988, the total
number of all claims has increased
From fewer than 3,000 to more than
11.000!)
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With Coach Scott Edgar and the
1994 Murray State Racers!
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MURRAY STATE
vs. Morehead State
Monday, Feb. 7, 7:45 p.m.
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All The Way
RACERS!
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The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray
Specializing in automotive computer repairs electronic fuel
injection and automotive heat
and air conditioning systems
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0
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The Game

The Squad

After an 86-82 win on Saturday oser Eastern
Kentucky, the Murray State Racers face Morehead
State.
Tipoff is set for 71:45 p.m. CST. All Murray
State basketball games are broadcast on the Racer
Sports Network, flagship station WBLN (103.7).
Neal Bradley and Sam Rickman call the action.

Probable slam mg lineup for Murray State
1993-94
PaL Na, Name(ligt—CL)
12.11 ppg
4
Cedric Gomm (6-0, Sr.)
17.9 ppg
Marcus Brown (6-3, So.)
5
6.3 ppg
14 Jerry Wilson (6-7, Sr.)
7.5 PK
25 Lawrence Russell (6-4, Sr.)
44 Michael James(6-8, Sr.)
4 ppg
Off the bench:

The Racers
The Racers are 16-4 and 9-1 in the Ohio
Valley Conference after Wednesday's victory over
Southeast Missouri. Marcus Brown scored 20 points
in the win, while Antoine Teague pulled in 13
rebounds.
Marcus Brown, who won OVC Player of the
Week honors on Sunday, leads the Racers at 17.9,
while Marcus Jones averages 12.5 points per contest.
Cedric Gumm averages 12.8 ppg and Antwan Hoard
averages 10.6. In OVC play, William Moore averages
10.5 points per game.
The Eagles
The Eagles are 10-9 overall and 5-4 in the
Ohio Valley Conference, after a 94-80 win at Southeast Missouri on Saturday. Marty Cline scored 26
points for the Eagles in the win.
Johnnie Williams leads the Eagles at 15.7
points per game, while Cline averages 13.9. Tyrone
Broadley leads the Eagles in rebounding at 8.6.
Morehead State is coached by Dick Fick.

P_Qs.
G
F
F
C
G
G
G
G

N
10
20
22
3
34
31
35
42

Nanwittut..cli
Kenneth Taylor (5-10, SO.)
Antw an Hoard (6-6, Sr.)
NIncent Rainey (6-4, Fr.)
Antoine Teague (6-10, Sr.)
William Moore (6-0, Jr.)
Marcus Jones(6-3, Sr.)
Nathan Howard (5-11, Fr.)
Jarrod Martin (5-11, Fr.)

753-9132
BEFORE THE GAME
Daily Specials
60 Item Food 8 Sundae
USDA Choice Steaks
Cut Fresh Daily

1993-94
PK
141 is ppg
4.3 PPV.
6.6 ppg
9.2 pm;
12.5 ppg
4.11 ppg
2-3 ppt:
3I

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE'
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bet-Air Center, Murray
753-0440

The Coach
Scott Edgar is 51-29(.637) overall in his
third season as head coach of the Murray State
Racers, including a 31-9(.775) record in ()V(' play.
'ear. Edgar spent 11
The 1992 OVC Coach of the 1.
seasons under Nolan Richardson at Arkansas and at
Tulsa. He is a 1978 graduate of PittsburghJohnstown.

Ttans-Tune Special
•FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment
if applicable.
•Lankage Adjusted
•Throttle Pnrstsure
Checked
•Fluid
•New Pan Gasket
•Cleen Filter
(if applicablei

The History
The Racers lead the series 78-44, and scored
a convincing 116-91 win over the Eagles in Morehead earlier this year, as the Racers set a schoolrecord by scoring 68 point s in the first halt.
William Moore led a balanced Racer attack
with 21 points.

Proffsgelpyg
TRANSMISSION
(i.nd

TJ's Friday &
Saturday Night Buffet

Good Luck
Racers!
,from

asrra

bosh !mum.

OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas
Ky. Lottery

Jarrod Martin
5-11, Fr., G
Kirbyton, Ky.

Racer's

CCoastal Mart
753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray
All 5.1.11,4 Crt•cllt Card.

About Jarrod:
Despite limited playing time, Jarrod has
become a crowd favorite this season, thanks to
his good shooting touch and his willingness to
hustle. A member of the Honors Program, Jarrod
is attending MSU on an academic scholarship.
He averages 2.3 points a game for the Racers.
A native of Carlisle County, Jarrod was
an All-Purchase selection for the Comets.

GOOD
LUCK
RACERS!
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

104 Maple St. • 753-3161

Where every foot
is a square deal.

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

'71zakita.

701 Main St. • (5021753-5273

Power Tools

Best of Luck
Go
Racers
"Over 45 Years Service"

Fitts- Block &
Ready MitEast Main 753-3540

Pub"... •

Mos.-FrL a a.m..5 p.m.
200 5. ath • Murray 1•1 •"

4th St. , Murray
753-6831 • 753-3571

Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-0045

753-6577

•Filter EXIT'S

619 S.

One Price
Includes It All!
Bar-B-Q Ribs
Pond Raised
Catfish Fillets
,
Fried Chicken
Food Bar
Salad
;17,
Dessert Bar
Includes Drink
Place Ain't Fancy...
But Sho Is Good Food.

Bar

UNDERHILL
MOTOR SALES

Norsworthy Building
Supply & Cabinetry
*Specialize In Kitchen &
Bath Designs & Installation
*Formica & Conan Tops
*Interior Doors
*Exterior Doors
*Moldings
*Stair Parts

641 SPER SHE
"Service is our business"

759-1007
1918 Coldwater Road
Murray

sib

We'd like to

have
the opportunity to
Show you what we

mean with quality
protection and service Call us today

•wrIll

TACO'BELL.
Purchase A

6 Pack Of Tacos

1•••• .40 Illearone•

Shell

Hwy. 121 South • Murray

753-3669
Randall & Joyce Underhill

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY
IS A GOOD AGENT

753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

atm McNutt.

OJJ

Receive A

Purdom, Thurman
McNutt
Souths$de Court
753-4451

Square

FREE

20 oz. Soft Drink
Plume yeler. amp,. :Mr etlerine OMB ere
arq oho
Yot rad
Moon INN ••••••
as Good o•S.•porekapenne TAC011Ati• •••‘••
arm !Go roi ock•••1

Hwy. 641 (121h St.) Murray
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SPORTS
EKU 'Finished'

Nutt lands
big signee
in Florida

Teague hits late hook
to keep Racers on top
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

It didn't take long after Saturday's
close call against Eastern Kentucky
before Scott Edgar started slinging the
"F-word" around an emptied Racer
Arena.
"We've got to finish," Edgar said
after a narrow 86-82 win over the Colonels. "We've got to finish the game,
finish breaks...I can't explain just how
important the word finish is in
basketball."
Instead of dancing and dunking in
the final minutes of a key Ohio Valley
Conference win, the Racers spent more
time scrambling.
"There's some disappointment, not
frustration," sophomore •Marcus Brown
said after scoring a team-high 20
points.
Murray State built a 20-point lead
midway through the second half of
Saturday's game, only to sec Eastern
claw back to within two with less than
a minute to play.
"We had a little mental lapse and
they got a couple of three-point plays,"
said Lawrence Russell.
It took a I3-foot hook shot from
center Antoine Teague with :20 to play
to make it 86-82 and put the game • See Page 11

MARK YOUNGLeOger

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times
Heather Samuel's secondplace finish in the women's
55-meters highlighted Murray
State's performance in the
Indiana Invitational this
weekend in Bloomington, Ind.
Samuel finished the
55-meters in 6.90, just losing
to Sue Walton of Tennessee,
who finished in 6.89. Samuel
ran 6.87 in the preliminaries,
once again besting the NCAA
qualifying mark. She ran 6.84
in a met at Southeast Missouri
a week ago.
Over 49 schools were represented at the IU meet this
weekend.
"We ran very well," Murray
State track and field coach
Wayne Pate said. All of our
kids who placed ran extremely
well
The Murray State
4x400-meter women's relay
team finished third, behind
Tennessee and Georgia. The
quartet of Samuel, Felicia
Ford, Mernette Forde and
Charmaine Thomas finished in
a time of 3:58.4.
•Other top Racer performances included Thomas, who
finished fourth in the 800 .
meters in 2:18.04; Ford, who
finished fifth in the 400 meters
in 58.61; and on the men's
side, Trevor Hamilton, who
finished sixth in the 400
meters in 50.13.
The Racer track squads will
be back in action next
weekend when they travel to
Southern Illinois.

Quality Work
at a fair price.
- Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commernal & Ressclenbal)

pnoto

Lady Racers dumped by EKU
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Saturday was just more of the
same for Murray State's Lady
Racers.
The squad followed the script
to perfection from nearly every
one of their losses this season —
fall behind early, fight back to
make it close, then lose at the
end.
Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference game with Eastern Kentucky at Racer Arena was no different. Murray State fell behind
14-0 in the first five minutes but
cut it to eight in the second half
with two chances to make it six
before losing 82-58, their 10th
straight defeat.

"It's been like that all year,"
first year coach Eddie Fields said.
"We expend so much energy trying to get back into the game that
at the end we don't have anything
left. We could have cut their lead
to six twice, but we did some silly things on our end of the court.
This game has got to be at the
bottom of the list as far as
.performance."The first five minutes left
much to be desired for Murray
State as it committed turnovers
on its first eight possessions, 10
of its first 11, sometimes without
even getting a shot off. Kim
Nlays had eight points in the early 14-0 lead, and Murray State
didn't score until the 14:37 mark

on a jumper by Lequida Pearson. the 15-minute mark.
With the score 24-12, Eastern
Murray then had 3 chance to
went on a 9-0 surge to make it cut the lead down even further,
33-12, but Jennifer Parker
but saw two close-in shots roll
answered with nine points in a
off the rim.
9-I MSU run to make it 34-21.
That would be the last opportunity for the Lady Racers to do
The margin was still 13 when the
anything as Eastern scored the
Lady Racers were whistled for a
next 15 points, eight by Kim
foul at the first half buzzer. Eastern's Stephanie Davis canned two Cunningham, to put the game out
of reach, 61-38. The Lady Colfree throws for a 42-27 score at
onels led by as many as 29 points
halftime.
in the second half before taking
With the margin at 44-27, the
the 24-point win.
Lady Racers made a push for the
Parker was Murray's only
lead. A Rechellc Cadwell layup
double-figure scorer, totaling 18
was followed up by four points
points, while Cadwell added eight
by Stephanie Gray, two Parker
and Melissa Shelton had •seven,
free throws and a Laura Newcomb three-pointer that cut Eastern's lead to just eight, 46-38 at • See Page 11

By way of Virginia Tech and
Furman, Donnie Smith finally
landed at Murray State.
Smith, a senior at Bloomingdale High School in Riverview,
Fla., signed with the Racers this
weekend after making a lastminute visit to Furman over the
weekend.
"He's a special young man
that puts the glue to our whole
recruiting class," Nutt said of
the 6-3, 240-pound defensive
tackle.
Smith, who won team MVP
honors his junior and senior
years at Bloomingdale, originally committed to Virginia Tech
and former Racer head coach
Frank Reamer. Coming off an
Independence Bowl win over
Indiana, the Hokics oversigned
their number of scholarships
and Reamer contacted Racer
assistant Charlie Wiles and told
him about Smith.
"We looked at some film on
him and it only took a couple of
plays to know that he can play,"
Nutt said. "He'll run and hit
you."
Smith, who had 70 tackles,
including four sacks his senior
sear, visited Murray State on
Jan.• 28-30 and committed to the
Racers ,before., departing for
Florida.'
While the other Racer
recruits were calling on Wednesday to announce their sigming, Smith was not heard
from. With family ties to Furman, Smith decided to make a
It minute visit to the Southern
Conference school this
weekend.
On Sunday, Smith told Nutt
that he was keeping his committment to the Racers.
"Bottom line — the kid loved
Murray and felt good about our
staff."
,
Murray State, finishing 4-7
last year. signed 28 recruits in
all, including six from talentrich Florida.
"This has got to be the best
recruiting class we've had here
in years," the second-year head
coach said.

UK beats UMass 67-64;'Hogs next
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP — College basketball
coaches are always talking about
how beneficial non-conference,
neutral-site games are as they
prepare for the NCAA
tournament.
Sunday's Kentucky Massachusetts game at the Meadowlands Arena was just what
both programs were looking for
and don't be surprised to hear
either coach refer back to it when
March Madness is in full swing.

Seventh-ranked Kentucky went
home with a 67-64 victory, but
that's not what was being talked
about after the game.
"It wasn't a Kentucky-style
ballgame," Wildcats coach Rick
Pitino said of the win over No.
11 Massachusetts, "but you need
these. At some point in the tournament you'll play an AlabamaBirmingham where it will be possession by possession."
The Wildcats (18-3) came in
averaging 91.3 points per game
and while they were slowed down
they were also able to work on

their rebounding, a problem area
since starting center Rodney Dent
went down for the year last
month with a knee injury.
Stepping to the forefront was
sophomore Jared Pricked, a forward thrown into the post, who
had 17 points and 15 rebounds
against Massachusetts (17-4).
"At the stan of the season I
had no idea I'd end up playing a
lot of (center), but when Rodney
got hurt and guys get into foul
trouble 1 find myself playing
there a lot," said Prickett, who
came into the game averaging 8.5

points and 6.4 rebounds.
"Rebounding has been the toughest thing for us to do since Rodney went out. We know if we
don't rebound we better do a lot
of other things well."
Massachusetts coach John
Calipari was able to get some big
minutes for freshman guard
Edgar Padilla because of the continued absence of starter Mike
Williams who has missed two
games after collapsing on the
"
court against Cincinnati.
As happy as Calipari was with
Padilla's career-high 11 points

and the explosive 28 points and
13 rebounds of be Roe, he was
down on himself.
The Minutemen led 64-60 with
2:21 left only to sec Kentucky
score the game's final seven
points as Roe didn't get a shot
and touched the ball on offense
only once. Their last shot before
Donta Bright's 3-pointer at the
buzzer was a foul-line jumper by
Padilla.
"I was thinking 'One stop, one
rebound and let's get out of here
with a win,— Colipari said. "I
• See Page 11

NFC's Rison named MVP in 17-3 win
By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer

A-1 GUTTERS

T

Murray State senior Antoine Teague hit the game-deciding shot with time running down In the
Racers' 86-82 win over conference foe Eastern Kentucky Saturday night in Racer Arena

away.

Samuel 2nd
in 55-meters
at IU meet

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

"I'm glad we built a 20-point lead
instead of an I8-point lead," Edgar
said. "We did a lot of good things
tonight, and some stretches were as
good as we've been in a long time. We
just have to finish it."
Murray State moved to 16-4 overall
and 9-1 in the conference. Eastern, riding in with a three-game winning
streak, fell to 10-10 and 6-4. They did,
however, ride away knowing they left
many of 5,550 fans with sweaty palms.
"All you can ask for is an opportunipo
ty and there were a lot of oprtunities," said Eastern head coach Mike
obviously put a
Calhoun. "Teague
great shot in there for them. But if he
misses we're back looking to tie or win
the game.
"They rebounded so well," said Calhoun, a former Racer assistant under
Ron Greene, "and we missed our free
throws (16 of 23). Therein lies the
game."
Murray State, grabbing 27 offensive
boards, outrebounded Eastern 57-33.
"By far that's the best effort we've
had," Edgar said of the board work, led
by Te,ague's 13. "Outrebounding them
by 24 is phenomenal."

HONOLULU (AP) —
Moments after the game, Andre
Rison was already looking to
1995. He believes he has unfinished business — a touchdown —
in the Pro Bowl.
Rison, a wide receiver for the
Atlanta Falcons, does, however,
have a Pro Bowl MVP award,
earned Sunday in the NFC's 17-3

victory over the turnover-prone
AFC.
"I only hope I'm invited back
next year," said Rison, who had
six catches for 86 yards. "I've
been here four years in a row, but
this is the best.
"The only thing left for mc is
to score a touchdown in the Pro
Bowl; it's the one thing I haven't
been able to do."
Rison added that he plans a
moment() of the occasion: "My

next tattoo will say 'Noie Pro
Bowl '94."
Rison and Atlanta teammate
Bobby Hebert, in the Pro Bowl
only after Troy Aikman and Phil
Simms withdrew with injuries,
provided some offensive spark
for the NFC in a game dominated
by defense and turnovers.
The AFC turned the ball over
six times, on two interceptions
each by Denver's John Elway and
the New York Jets' Boomer Esia-

son, and two tumbles.
"This game is won by turnovers, and they came up with them
and we didn't. Credit their
defense," said linebacker Junior
Seau of San Diego, who had a
game-high nine tackles.
Linebacker Ken Norton of the
Dallas Cowboys was a standout
for the NFC defense, with six
solo tackles and two assists.
Hebert completed four of six
throws for 68 yards and was at

the controls when the NFC
scored both its touchdowns, late
in the third quarter and early in
the fourth.
He capped the scoring with a
15-yard touchdown pass to Cris
Carter of the Minnesota Vikings
1:19 into the final quarter.
The members of the winning
NFC squad received 520,000
each and the AFC players got
$1 000 each.

- Vinyl Siding
- Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

tag

SAV

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

ERE

* WAREHOUSE TIRE3.1*
400 Industrial Rd

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Dally & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Maln St.
753-4461

,
•

Morehead gets road win over SEMO

•Teague hits...
FROM PAGE 10
Russell. deemed the "unsung
hero" of this year's team,
grabbed nine against Eastern,
including six offensive.
"Russell's been on a tear,"
Edgar said of the 6-4 native of
Hopkinsville. "When you can get
nine rebounds from your small
forward you're going to be a
good rebounding team."
Russell's quick jumping ability
and long arms have allowed him
to be a force on the offensive
glass.
"I'm getting in real good position and moving around the
basket," Russell said after his
eight-point performance. "If I
have to I'll tap it out so I can get
it."
Russell also finished with three
blocks.
"I'm just 6-4 but I have long
arms and that helps me out a
little bit," he said. "I can't get
one against Teague though, but
I'll get him one day."
Teague's unblockable turnaround hook with the shot clock at
:02 allowed Racer fans a collective sigh of relief.
Marcus Jones followed up a
miss with 4:06 to play to give the
Racers an 82-69 lead. Eastern
then went on a 11-1 run to cut
Murray's lead to 83-80. Busse11
hit one free throw at 1:04 to push
the lead to 84-80 before EKU's
Arlando Johnson hit two free
throws with :56 left to make it
84-82.
Teague's hook made it 86-82
with :20 left. Eastern then missed
two 3-pointers and one putback
as Russell got a big block on 6-7
senior John Allen.
Brown, who didn't score in the
final seven minutes, was 7 of 12
from the field and 4 for 4 from
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the free throw line. Antwan
Hoard finished with IY and Cedric Gumm had 14.
Junior William Moore, in the
midst of a shooting slump the
past three games, broke loose
with 12 points, including 2 of 4
shooting from 3-point.
"My confidence is back up,"
said Moore. "I know it's back so
I put it (shot) up. I'm ready now,
I've got the stroke back."
Moore, averaging nine points
per game, hit big shots during
Racer runs in the first and second
halves.
Trailing 20-14 midway through
the first half, Murray State got an
18-footer followed by a 3-pointer
from Moore to pull within 20-19.
Gumm followed with a 3-pointer
to put Murray up 22-20 and they
would never trail again.
Leading 44-33 at half, Eastern
stayed close in the second until
the Racer press got active.
With the score 59-48, Murray
went on a 9-0 run to push the
lead to 68-48 with 12:32 to play.
Moore, hitting one 3-pointer.
scored five points in the run.
Eastern cut the lead down to
78-68 when DeMarcus Doss hit
two free throws. Marlon Stewart,
who scored 19, scored eight in
the final five minutes, including a
layup to make it 83-80.

I Lady Racers..

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
(AP) - Many Cline came off
the bench to score 26 points
Saturday. leading Morehead
State to a 94-80 Ohio Valley
Conference victory over Southeast Missouri.
Six players scored in double
figures for Morehead State
110-9, 5-4 OVC) Cline, who
didn't sun the game due to an
injury, was 8-10 from the field
and 6-6 at the free-throw line.
He hit all four 3-point shots he
attempted.
Morehead State improved to
10-9 overall, 5-4 in the Ohio
Valley Conference. Southeast
Missoun fell to 8-11, 3-7 in the
OVC.
Southeast Missouri (8-11,
3.71 was led by Curtis Shelton
and Jermall Morgan, who

FROM PAGE 10
The Lady Racers shot just 30 percent from the field (17 of 56), but
seven of 17 from three-point
range (41 percent) and 17 of 20
at the free throw line.
Mays led all scorers with 23
points while Cunningham added
21, Lisa Fussell had nine and
Shannah McIntosh contributed
eight.
"I'm really disappointed with
this game because we didn't play
well, we didn't execute and we
didn't do enough to fight to stay
in the game," Fields said. "Early
on, we didn't even get a shot off
some times down the court and
we didn't execute.
"We're not the most athletic
team in the conference so we've
got to do things better than we
have been," he said. "They were
a lot bigger than us and we didn't
get anything inside because they
kept pushing us out. But we're
going to keep working at it."
The Lady Racers, now 5-14
overall and 1-9 in conference
play, return to conference action
tonight, hosting Morehead State
at 5:30.
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Tenn.St. 82
Mid. Tenn. 58
NASHVILLE, Tenn (AP)Carlos Rogers scored 22 points
and brought down 12 rebounds
as Tennessee State defeated

By DAVID KLIGMAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- A
victory against Vanderbilt was
just what Louisville's Clifford
Roner needed.
Last year Rozier failed to
block out Chris Lawson, who
scored theowinning basket against
him. And Rozier's teammates
didn't let him forget it.
"I- was looking forward to
playing them," said Rozicr, who
scored 16 points in No. 9 Louisville's 78-62 victory Sunday
against Vanderbilt. "I was going
to make sure that wasn't going to
happen again."
Rozier. Louisville's junior center, also pulled down 13
rebounds, giving him his 16th
double-double of his career.

SCOREBOARD

1

"Rozier puts a lot of pressure
on you," Vanderbilt coach Jan
van Breda Kolff said. "He's like
Moses Malone. He's an inside
threat."
Louisville coach Denny Crum
wasn't pleased with his team's
offense but van Breda Kolff
didn't see any problem with
Louisville's game. The Commo-

%fiddle lennessee 82-58 Saturday night
Tennessee State (11-9, 7-3
Ohio Valley Conference) led
30-28 at halftime.
Middle Tennessee (5-15, 2-8)
tied it 30-30 on a basket by
Milton Dean with 19:29 left to
play, before the Tigers took
control as Curtis Davis sparked
a second half surge with 15 of
his 19 points.
Tennessee State led by as
many as 27 points on three
occasions, the last being 77-50
with 3:58 remaining when
Davts hit a 3-pointer.
Tim Horton added 14 for the
Tigers and Jeff Johnson had 13.
Milton Dean was the only
Blue Raider scoring in double
figures with 15 points.

Austin Peay 79

dores, coming oil back-to-back
road losses to Florida and Arkansas. couldn't stop the Cardinals'
quickness.
"We've been on the,, road the
last week, and that's tough," van
Breda Kolff said. "Louisville is
the best team we've played. They
talk about a weak bench but they
don't use it that much."

LIST
YOUR HOME WITH
THE TEAM THAT CARES,

Call Us Today!!!

Larry Krouse Insurance
106 N. 12th (next to McDonald xi
759-9688

Good service,
good coverage,
good priceThat's
State Farm
insurance.
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Tenn.-Martin 64
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP)- Tyrone Beck scored 20 points and
grabbed 22 rebounds in helping
Austin Peay down TennesseeMartin 79-64 Saturday night.
Cole Casbon led the scoring
for Austin Peay with 21 points as
Tennessee-Martin (3-16, 1-8
Ohio Valley Conference) never
challenged in the second half.
The Governors (8-9, 7-I) led
38-33 at the half. At the 8:56
mark, Beck paced an 11-0 run
with 8 of his 20 points that put
the Governors up 65-48 with 622
left.
Austin Peay outrcbounded the
Pacers 49-28.
Carlos Knox scored 15 for
Tennessee-Martin, and Felipe
Phillips and Dcmarko Wright
added 11 each.

LAB a good neoghbot.
State Farm Is there
Si.,. Fans hanrce Corrpno•
Homo Ofikel alloomorubn &No

OUR GUARANTEE:

You'll(
close in

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Racer Basketball

Thank You Murray
and Calloway County
5
for making January 94
our best January
ever.
15 Sales
-and-Closings
Sale
13

753-1222

Grua
laoniley
P7414064 630 13 m
,
Detroit 11 Atunta 630 pm
Gowan Si... at indiana 6 30 p rri
741•7 Von II 1044114 7 pm
Tuesday's Gimes
Nur Jersey at Cleveland 630 p rn
410,107 at Naddidee 7 30 13 m
kilmkesou si Daids 7 30 p rn
Washington Ii San Anlonl., 7 30 p111
I p
Ulan al Dn.
Carden 930 p71
Clvcago
7150114. .1 1* Laken 930
Sacramento al P701470 •30 pIn
Wedaudeds Godes
Detroit at Boston 630 571
CleveNnd a New !OM, 130 13
I1440 York at Phiddsigesa 130 p71
0110018 al Orlando 6 20 PIn
[Muni al kAarni 030 p7,
GOWN Saabs at CrurOne 7 p
LA Laker, at Utah $ p17
kannsaaa at Phoenix 1pm
Portland sr Surat 9 p m
LA Clow, It Swarming° $30 5111

EAST
Ougueshe BB Ringers 71
Kentucky 67 Masud...Ws 64
SOUTH
Floncla St 100 Xhrdru 64
Lousuild 76 Vender/0 62
740•13 Dame U GeNgsa 45
410WEST
&AM 69 Ludo 11 60
Evansule Pt Ducat Merry 06
Kansas TM 744dra404 47
Pirrad 67 knee 76
St Lax. 91 DOW It
90.1TM/997
$a Southern Well 70
•

Vanderbilt has lost three
straight and five of seven.
Louisville (18-2) went ahead
for good early in the game with a
13-0 run, including a 3-pointe.
and two free throws by Dwayne
Monon, who was playing with a
sprained right ankle suffered in
practice Saturday.

Now is the best time ever to buy a home
in Murray, Ky!

IMMO

30 days

IMMO •
11.6601111

-

or we pay your
closing costs!

ondoey
memftel

xi •siv

10
9
II
15
IS
143

scored 14 points each. Morgan
also had 11 rebounds.
Morehead State connected on
41 of 50 free throws. Southeast
Missouri was 17-26 from the
free-throw line

III UK...
FROM PAGE 10
thought I did a very, very poor
job with game management the
last minute and a half. The Padilla play down the stretch I should
have called a timeout. It's normal
for us not to set up but not when
there's a freshman with the ball.
It wasn't fair to him to do it that
way. But look at how much he
got to play against a team like
Kentucky with their press."
Padilla's confidence wasn't
shaken by the miss and he's
ready to resume his role as Williams' backup as the junior is
expected back Thursday night if
he passes a final battery of tests
to show the problem doesn't
involve his heart.
That's what both coaches were
trying to do for their programs
with the non-conference game in
the middle of heated league
races.
"This is a game that can so
important to us down the road,"
said Pitino, who has another
scheduled Saturday at Syracuse
after a Southeastern Conference
showdown at home Wednesday
with Arkansas.
"This game and the others
against high quality programs
gives us confidence," Calipari
said. "We played with a wellcoached team to the final seconds, a team that wants to be in
the Final Four. So do we."

APO•ne•
I. Pa
4 SOO
9 471
9 550

Louisville vaults past Vanderbilt 78-62

Sponeured By

11Cer
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MONDAY. FEBRUARY 7, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER 6 TIMES

0..44
"woo
'mold

Most mortgage companies tell you when your loan -hotdd
close, but it doesn't always happen Even fewer COMpellsrlit'
VOU for delays.
At Republic Bank, we give you the option of a 30-day
mortgage loan closing guarantee. In the unlikely
close in 30 days, we'll pay your closing costs.
event we
So if you need a definite closing date, call Republic and ask
about our guarantee

II
II
Murray State
State
vs. More
Tonight, February 7
Racer Arena
Lady Racers
Men's Game

5:30 p.m
7:45 p.m.

Call 762-4895 For Tickets

de

•

II

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
12th & Mass, Streets
Murray, Ki'ntsickv
759-1610

3

siltation...I II-Oh IS. 4,0.,
gruuroT hard. mai Mom .71

r;

I., • • iri. • 3.

..Mtneftle
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MONDAY FEBRUARY 7, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER IL TIMES

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211P1QY Ask
55 00 Coeurnn Inch
4.75 Discount tred Tun
ad% Dec oure aid tun
I Ada kaki am earn Day Period)
51 75 per column inch •Ora for

Tuesday CShoppeng Guide)

Reader Adl
254 per word, $500 minimum
1st day Se per word per day To:
each oddrflonol consecutive
bay 01.75 *Oro for Shopper

050

blind box octs
r.giciukte-S-Zu/2-&-aPgiCi

Otg

In Memory
.osf & Foond

040

Clues Cklistftecls go Into Shopping Guide) $2 03 •xlia for

A 3200*.WI be riedivirect to rwalte
any changes to ad one+ °soden*

Lego, NOtiCtt
Notice
-Persona's
Cara Of Tho-es

020
025
33C

550

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
verocx & Supp• es
Poutty & Suop,es
Produce
reed & SAGO

083
230
250
290
&30

bus:ince
Extemlirsollno
&eines Seneces
Heating & Cooing
Services Offered

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
283 Mobile Homes for Pent
285 Mobie Home Lots tor Rent
Business Pentois
Wont To Pen'
3'3
Aoortments For Pent
320
Rooms For Pent
333
HOuSes For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motor cycies
Auto Services
Auto ROM
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

Lao

INVITATION TO BID
FOR PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT & TURF
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for the Calloway
County Preschool until 1:30 p.m.on the 15th
of February 1994 for the purchase and
installation of playground equipment and
turf.
Spectfirations will be on file in the Calloway County Board of Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job, the name of the bidder,
and the date and time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any
or all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.
The Calloway County Board of Education
does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national origin, age, religion, marital
status, sex, or handicap in employment,
educational programs or activities as set
forth in Title LX, Title VI, and Section 504.

CLASSIFIED
Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

AS SEEN ON TV
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
50 F vrERIENCE
51(050

ALLIANCE
NAC I Oh MAUR Ittell04GCE50

LIIMAN411•T N

.5-

OPEN FEB. 10 PIZZA
MAGIC, AURORA Open

,

1-800-334-1203
IS your money earning 3 or
4%,With us it will earn 15
to 20% for more information cat 901-642-1616,day
or night ask for Earl

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

Thursday Friday 8 Sate- dents in all counties of the
days? Spin Closed Sunday Jackson Purchase All sub
thru Wednesday Pizza, sa- !acts retied teachers sub
lads hot sandwiches, strtute teachers preferred
gyros breadsocks Dine-in
55-57 per hour Send a
or carry-out 474-8119, letter of application re
1 800 649 3804
sume and names and
phone numbers of two re
ferences to Upward Bound
Murray State University
Hot Wax
Murray KY 42071
Treat

Yourself Manicure

'30 set

$10
753-1137

025
Personals
MEET nice singles vr
names. phone es Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000
REDUCE Burn oft fat while
you sleep take OPAL avail
able at Holland Drug 109 S
4th Si Murray

OPPORTUNITY FOR
ENTERTAINERS- to perform for those who need it
No pay but chance for
experience plus audience
reaction Call 759 4433

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree informaten call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
5,as bra' Carr ...vv.'

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only 4:1-un a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

FREE
days - 2 days free, 9 days - 3 days fre2.)J

would like to thank the lady
who assisted my husband
who tell at Super America
on Sunday at noon Jan
30th Also anyone who saw
Me accident please cat
489-2905

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already schediled to
start in February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

SAVE!

Call

916
7534
to place your ad.

270
365
420
430
435

Annaues
VOCuurn Cleaners
Sewing Mochines
Heavy ECti.spirment

440
450
460

Sport: Egiscetisonf
Firewood
muscol
Artscei,onwous
TV & gado
Pets & Supplies

Mope. Homes F-or Sale
For Sole or Loose
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

WANTED Experienced
pest control or termite tech
nician certification pre
leered Send resume to PO
Box 328 Murray. Ky 42071
or call 753-3914
7 30arn 4 30pm

540
560
570

start plus benefits Postal
carriers sorters clerks
maintainance For an spoil,
capon and exam informa
son call 1 219 736 4715
ext 3482 Barn 8pm 7days

BOOKKEEPING with good
computer skills tultOrne or
part time *depending on
availability Salary commensurate with experience
8 skills Send resume to
PO Box 1594 Murray KY
42071
COUNTER help Mon Fri
8arn.12pm $4S0/hr Bring
resume to CopyPlus 1411
Main St Murray

- Attention Ladies Our national marketing company continues to expand in the Calloway &
surrounding county area We seek two
career minded individuals to fill local
posrtions. We otter:
• 5350+ a week to start
• Rapid advancement & pay bonuses
• Excellent company sponsored training
• Incentive package
• No evenings or weekends required
Our Vice President will be conducting
interviews in Murray Tues., Feb 8th Call
(502)753-5353 on Feb. 8th between 10
am -5 p.m to schedule interview Ask tor
Ann Woods.

NOTICE POSITIONS
AVAILABLEII1 With Fed
eral, State. and Local Gov
enment Both skilled and
unskilled $16 500 to
572.000 plus benefits For
application and jobs list
call (615) 779 5508 ext
K108
PAPA John's Pizza in Mur
ray is hiring a shift leader
Preferred pare or manage
men? experience Apply in
person Dixieland Center
SALES clerk needed Early
shift must be available tor
Sunday mornings Apply at
Ropers Donut Shop 1409
Main Si
TEXAS REFINERY CORP
needs mature person now
in Murray area Regardless
of experience write T J
Hopkins Box 711 Ft
Worth TX 76101

Experienced Meat
Cutter needed, full
position.
time
Apply to

P.O. Box 1040A,
,Murray, KY 42071.

lect a funded by the West
em Kentucky Private In
dustry Council JTPA
EARN up to $3000,me pro
cessing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience

Norms-Calloway Gum",- Hospaol a leader on
prourdatk quotas healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announs es
the following job openongs

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST: Full time day
position Candidates must be registered with the
ARRT and possess current Kentucky certification

RADIOLOGY TRANSCRIPTIONIST: Part time
afternoon position Previous experience desired
Excellent typing skills required

(502)762-11N
1,,•IT1/11.17,

MURRAY
CAlLONAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

11113 Poplar Street • Sturrav Kentucky 42071

SALES
AUTOMOBILE
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
We will teach you how to sell the °ruling new
Chevrolets, Pontiacs, Geo's, Mazdas, Toyotas. Mercurys, GMC,Lincolns and make big
MM.Murray's most progressive and high
paying new car Dealer now seeks sales
people with no experience...
Yes NO EXPERIENCE
it you have ever tried to get into the Automobile business and were turned down because
of no experience NOW is your chance. We
are looking for people who could be trained to
sell cars our way.
THE PROFESSIONAL WAY
WE OFFER
-Exciting Training Program
Paid Vacation
-Hospitalization Plan
-Excellent Pay Plan + Bonus
-Fantastic New 8 Used Car Inventory
SUPERB OPPORTUNITY TO
ADVANCE INTO MANAGEMENT
EARN UP TO
30,000/50,000 1ST YEAR
We have contracted a Professional sales
trainer from Louisville. Ky . to do all their
screening and training
Interview will be held Monday, Feb. 7,
Tuesday, Feb.8 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. at
Holiday Inn • Mayfield
1101 Housman St.
No Phone Calls Please
,
Employ.

The Murray Planning Commission will hold
ix public hearing on Tuesday, February 15,
1994 at 7:00 p.m.in the Council Room at City
Hall on a Planned Development Project
being developed by MofTett Realty Co.,
Shelbyville, Ky. This project consists ofa 24
unit Farmer's Home 515 low-rent housing
project.
The project is zoned R-4 (Multi-Family
Residential/ and is located in the University
Heights Subdivision on N. 16th Street.
Plans for this project are on file in the offices
of Planning and Engineering and may be
reviewed between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday before the hearing
date.
If you have any questions concerning this
project, contact the City Planner's office at
762-0330.
Mike Lovins, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Don Elias, City Planner
City of Murray

necessary 502 569 1962
You smile when you de
posit hundreds weekly,
Hurry, limited ofteri 0,9 for
amazing recorded mes
sage 606 284 7806
sales+
FULLTIME
management positions
available College degree
preferred sales experience
helpful but not required If
interested call 753-2685
between 8 30am 5 Opm
GRAPHIC layout & design
position available Fluent
on McIntosh computers required Salary & benefits
comparable to experience
Send resume to Computer
Graphics,CopyPlus 1411
Main St Murray KY 42071

Dornestk
Childcare
CAREGIVER. male. ma
ure experienced reliable
will sithelp with sick disab
led. elderly, in hospital or
home, errands grocery
shop. etc Excellent refer
ences • 753-6495 it no
answer. leave message on
answering machine and I'll
return your call

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town,
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

FAST REFUNDS
$25.00
IRS Electronic Filing
Tax Returns Prepared —
Simple Return $35.00

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796

Need Extra]
[
Cash?
Run a Classified.

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced references Cat
Linda 759 9553
WILL do house cleaning
Have references Cali
474-2131 after 3pm ask for
Betty or leave message

490
Poettion
Wanted

Equal OW

'Deaden*. or. 2 dors
In advancer

EASY workl Excellent pay'

078

JEEDED

needed/ Ambitious person
to help wisales Work full or
part time Excellent pay No
experience necessary For
info send name 8 phone $
to Rt 7 Box 109 Murray
Ky42071

DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the fu
tyre and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 .109
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Frve days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro

HELP wanted Eastsee BP
119 E Main Ideal for retired
person No phone calls

Help
Wanted

Driver with a
3emi tractor to make n.irrs
to Georgia for Boy Scouts
Call 753 3235 or 436-5888

Murray

Game wardens, security,
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
info call 219 794 0010 ext
7159 8am 9prn 7 days

0101

PaSCHALL TRUCK lireS.0K

ATTENTION

Postal Jobs $12 26itr to

For details contact:
Personnel Dept

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
PubliC Soie
For Triode
Free Column
Wonted

410

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS

'OC

We are seeking individuals with strong
backaccounting
grounds. Must have a
degree in business, be
computer literate and
have a minimum of
three years working
experience in accounting. Please send your
resume to Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc., Department F, PO Box
1889, Murray, KY
42071 We are an equal
emopportunity
ployer

.
OFFICE HOURS,

PUBLIC NOTICE

LOST light brown brushed
leather iacket SIM tried
Call 489-2397 before
4 00pm 489 2466 after

NEED EXTRA CASH

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

TUTORS needed immedi
rawly lox high school stu

Norma leane's Nails

mom=li

Cornwers
For Sole or trooe
Won? TO B,Pf
Articles For So,e
APPlionc es
Home Fur reshinos

Help
Wanted

Rothe

Notice

Notice

120
130
140
150
156
160
165
170
180
195
203
210 .
220
240
260
380

I.

020

020

nut

1-49‘
Notice

Help Wonted
Domeshc & Crillacore
9tuo9on Wonted
Busnew Opportunity
instruction

060
070
ORD
133
to

Advertisers ore Niquerded to
check the fasi inaedlon of
their ads tor my error. Murray
lodsper & Iknoe will be resporssibee for only one Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be reported rimedotety so cortecttons con be
mode.

REAL t51A11. SALES

MERCHANDISE

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJUSTMENTS

CALL 753-1916

TO PLACE
AN AD

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns 8 site
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981
SEWING yobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753-1061

Business
Opportunity
OFFICE or business build
ing with adjoining duplex
1138 115 South 13th St on
the NE corner of 13th 8
Poplar Call 502 753-6001

1 OR 2br house in the
country off main highway
Priced reasonable Phone
436 2169 after Spin
ANTIQUES by the piece Of
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires 8 axles 436 2578.
901 6440679
CASH paid for goog used
rifles shotguns and pis
tots Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th.
Murray
NOW buying selected prom
s 300
dressed
Man St Murray

CLASSIFIED

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
'Doors open et g00,

Knights of Columbus Hall
KV 94 west to Johnny Robertson Pose
south to So ISsie Rood, nets on So Rale Road ,14 TiC
014 H 10 THE HUM IC

753-0466

HON-HROc.1 OfiGAN,ZAT•ON

PO Box 1033

Murray

Financial Institution is looking
to fill the following positions:
Loan Processor Documentation
Clerk, Loan Clerk and Part Time
or Full Time Tellers. Please send
resume to:
Personnel Director
Box 1209
Paris, TN 38242

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
If,xi have eornething town. here* the Ivey to m•ke your vette
heard Ii. the Kentucky SW/condo Clamettiad Network
rof 11149, you c•n place • 25-worg .4 in 00 Kentucky
neocipapere imth • potential suchen. er more then 1.000,000
readers
a.,' wad everything front anuquee to *WNW wagon* Pram
steel bullatny te ft...iv machine.
Center% thi• nor...paper for detail. Than get needy to sell

-KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

a

S.=

11"

•••=m,

mbar

on FT blabs Pro Two tor
vinyl siding 4362701

CLAWFOOT bathtub good
condition 100 753 2171

5 220 WALL Heaters 1 3 FRUSTRATION pencils
Slack 4-29teck S20rea or tracing figures book
marks magmas 1185 Rt I
Weal Cal 489-2453
Hardin KY 42048
ANTIQUES Bleck walnut
vanity k• length oak bed GARAGE door 1657
walnut wardrobe Mont sae( Cal 502 753-6001
condeon 345 2362
HOMEMADE Quilt hand
ATTENTION customers pieced by Kanner Adams
by daughter Ruth
donated
Stanley
Enrol to buy your
products at wholesale Stone Quilted by Church of
pow No investrnent For South Pleasant Grove woPriced $200
into send name II phone I men
492-8410
to SHP 1503 Chaucer Dr
Murray Ky 42071
MATTRESSES any size
BLACK sequin dress size Buy factory direct, Ask ab
10 II teal Kemal also Cal out our Recede.Smah Mat
Factory
tress
753-6469
502 851 3160
BODY conditioner & boner
Cali NES system & cartridge
5 unites in I
753-3669 8arn lprri
502-753-6001

,••••••••

we •

BOGARD truclung and ex
cavating, trio We haul top
sod gravel hl dot white
rock np rap 759-1828

.111.

CAMCORDER excellent
condibon Cal 437-4327

dcl
5,

NEW metal siding It roof
wig Cover 36' cut to length
n 10 colors galvanized
and galvaiume Secondary
d available Portable car
port kits 489-2722 or
489 2724

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

ct
0,
24
ng

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
Can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

ily
ity
et

be
n,
ng

its
at

Midis
Fer

for Ws

916

Spots
1.19144•111

FOR sale last chance to, COMMERCIAL budding for
AK 474•SKS• with nulled rent Great loceeon, zoned
receivers 753-8739
right Available immedi
atter, 404 So 12th St
753-7435 days 753-3966

NEW bik Justin boots size
10 $60 Cornbaucemping
backpack $40 Cust
Camo compound bow
$50 753-6999

meta
FIrsereed

SAUNA dry heat with a
Call
vibrating bed
502 753-6001

A FIREWOOD tor sale
437 4667

SUN tanning beds now
mad financing available
Parts service8 supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
9 2 7 4
7 5 3
I 800 540-9790

753-4199

Paris, Tennessee

Apertreents
Far Reid

Applarces

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

KENMORE washer &
dryer excellent condition
753 7394

UPRIGHT den° good condition $600000 753-7957

1 2 380 apts Furnished
very nioe near MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
days 7530606 after 5pm

WHIRLPOOL stove excel
lent conclibon Atterr. 5 00pm
759 1412

2an
Illetellmeaus

CONTEMPORARY King
waterbed with mattress 2
night stands, $200
901-498-8950 alter 6pm
DRAPES various styles
custom made window seatrents Like new Great
buy 753 6463
KING size mattress I box
3pcs $200
spring
753-4395
QUEEN SIM waterbed with
new headboard, sofa 8
chair 489 2640 slier 5pm
QUEEN size hide a bed
couch 8 large coffee table
753-6747
QUEEN size mattress with
water bed liner Call
753-7855

J D 7000 6-30 Notil
planter. platek3ss monitor
7514678

(901) 642-4466

4 Days Only! Feb. 9th-12th
• Do We Have A to
Sweetheart of a Deal
• for You!! to

0

"Special Financing"
Down Payment with No Payment
Until May 19941

Business
Services
K T I and Associates ottering a full hne of investsgabve
senesces Bel Au Center
753 3868 or 436-6099
2711
Mobile
Hoene For Sies
10x56 MOBILE home
must be moved $975
492-8714

Notrcs: Used homes are in high demand,
Professional Appraisers wig be on duty offenng
exceptional value for your trade paid for or
not Please bring your title Of payment book

4801 2 bath fully furnished
laketront deck whirlpool
tub weekly or monthly
Coleman RE
rates
753 9898

EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3tx 2 bath bnck $6503ao
team & deposit required
753 4109

I BR near USU. appkances
furnished Coleman RE
7539898

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905

I OR 2br apcs new downtown Murrey 753-4109

2BR townhouse new, spasPokances includ
cious
ing washer & dryer
753 4573
38R 2 full bath duplex
good area $425/rno depo
sit it references No pets
435-4214 after 5pm
413FI 2 bath opts available
for Jan occupancy Centel
hda. appliances turnched
Located on Douguid Cole
man RE 753-9898
EFFICENCY apartment,
water 8 garbage paid
SICK:err* 753-5980

EMBASSY 2br central
1993 14580 Ardmore 3br, gas. appliances furnished
RE 753-9898
Coleman
2 bath central air, gas heat
759-9914
MUR CAL Apartments now
1993 GATEWAY Mobile acoapting applications for
1 2 and 30r apartments
Home 14x60 2br, 1 bath
completelty furnished Phone 759 4984 Equal
502 753 7753 slier sale, Housing Opportunity
30 days possession
NEW 2br duplex with ca
CUMMINGS Meter Poles port and outside storage
Specializing in mobile $435irrio plus lease A de
home electric servces 200 posit CM 753-7951
amp $375 100 arnp $325 NEWLY construcled 1 6
435-4027
2br apartment near MSU
SAVE BIG BUCKS on Call 753-0472
Quality Built Energy Effi NICE duplex 2br central
cient Manufactured tea appliances furnished
Homes, One of Tennes- Coleman RE 753-9898
see's LARGEST 8 OLDEST Dealers, Dinkins Mo- NOW taking applications
bile Homes Inc Hwy 79E for Section 8 low rent hous
Pans, TN 1 800 642 4891 ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended be
2110
hveen 8am 12noon No
Mobile
phone calls please Equal
Home For Rent
Housing Opportunity
2BR Grogan 8 Mobile
Home Voltage Appliances SUMMER'S corning, beau
8 water furnished Cole- tiful lake duplex, boat ramp.
man RE 753-9898
each 2br, w/d hook up
15min from Murray Top
2BR. stove 8 refrigerator
$350/mo.
bottom S275./mo
furnished gas central hia
$200/mo $200 deposit 527.9639
firm 12 miles east of Murray, Hwy 94 8 497
474-2100
3BR, 2 bath trailer tor rent
489-2525 or 753-8101

SURVEYED 68 acres lo
cated north of town rolling
terrain treed lot nice build
ing sites Call Century 21
Loretta Job Realtors
753-1492

ROUND bales of grass
$21/roll Square bales of
$2 50 bale
clover
753 8848 before 9pm
SQUARE bales hay, $1 50
Jap 8 Fescue $1 25
Fescue 759-9060 call after
5pm

Coleman

COMFORT and then some,
L-shaped 3 bedroom brick
ranch central gas heat
kitchen appliances located
west of the university tow
$605 Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753 1492
IMMEDIATE possession
could be yours in this great
3N 2 bath brick ranch with
many recent improve
merits including new viny,
trim and shutters secunry
doors remodeled baths
Spacious living and dining
areas Priced in the low
80s MLS 5299 Call Kop
Realty
perud
753 1222 for more into and
your showing today

Quail
Pun
c5UBDIVIcSION
New subdivision featuring large lots,
all utilities and no city taxes.

TIMOTHY hay $2 bale
753-0615 after 6pm

in Souttiwes
LOT 8 1
Villa Subdivision 150X140
trees, all utilities available
Call 502 753-6001

Save

Owner Iiriereir,g Amiable

440

AT Stud AKC Collie AKC
Cocker Spaniel Call
759-1683
AVA'S Aviary, 515 S 701 St
Murray, KY 42071
759-4119 Hours Evenings
alter 630,Sat 1 30-600,
Sun 12 00 5 00 Birds
seed toys accessories
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or prrvate lessons
Sennng Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

Homes
For Sale

Call 753-3387 for Details

1304 Olive Blvd Excellent
Blvd location 2 story colanal with columns LR. for
mal dining, library large
kitchen with island 8 pan,
try, large family room with
fireplace, 5br 2 full, 2 .4
baths, utility room patio 2
car garage Call for appt
753•7689

PURDOM MOTORS,INC.

4

2BR 1 bath with storage
building 11 miles Irom
town on Hwy 94 W
435 4560

PEG S Dog Grooming
753 2915

(.erold

753-5315
*

3BR home on well shaded
•i acre lot South 121 6
miles Immediate posses
son 436 2521

CLASSIFIED

19.94%

Discounted lot prices from $9,C00
through February!

BODY SHOP

*

All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfactson,
Rental Cars Available
Work On All Makes & Models - Foreign or Domestic

Dial-A-Service

17

A

You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms, handcap access+
be Equal Housing Oppor
tunrty Apply Haldale Apts
Hardin. Ky or call
502-437-4113

DIAL - 753-1916

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
_

04111mert ritetrii

CAMP
1614 OLIVE all ublites
furnahed kitchen 8 Irving
room prrvileoes Coleman
RE 753-9898

ELICfROCAL COW RAC10R3

Commercial 4 Residential • Licensed I
James C. Gellimore, Owner
t,consed WART .OUSE l•niew • f: A.A.Vd•c, . • . . •
• Homo A,nomoion
808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224

RON HALL

R.H. Nesbitt Masonry Company

4 CAR garage with office 8
paved lot 753 4509

CAMPUS CLOSE 3or
country blue home with
deep's:ill wage Boasts
affordable brie quality Gas
heating Offered in m.0
$40s through Kopperud
Realty 753 1222 MLSI
5406

OWNER being transferred
8 would like•quick sale on
this beautiful 1993 double
wide 1820 square feet mo
ATTRACTIVE light and bile home with vaulted coil
airy- bi level ranch offering ing & stone fireplace 3br 2
real comfort open floor bath tenced yard & back
plan cozy hearth gracious deck in quiet area just
living room and family minutes from town Offered
room, freshly painted inter
in mid S40 s through Kop
or $70s Call 753 1492 perud Realty 753 1222
Century 21 Loretta Jobs MLSO 5416
Realtors

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651 , Sycamore and 12th St

REGISTERED 3yr old Sim
mental bull easy caster
$1003 Call 436 5413 be
fore 3pm

Business
Flentais

800-2200S0 ft
RE 753-9898

AT home feeling tradi
bona! two story lour bed
room two bath brick with
tall white columns Priced in
the $70-s Call 753 1492 at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors

PROPERTY now available
on Chestnut near the uni
varsity Building aptxosi
mately 4 000 so ft and lot
approximately 400 feet
deep Call Century 21
Loretta Job Realtors
502 753-1492

MIXED hay Alfalfa Ti
mothy. & Fescue Square
bales 345-2196

300

Pre-Owned Homes Will Be Drastically Reduced For
This Special Event! Prices Starting at $999.

38R home in town quiet
neighborhood Just re
duced to $50 500 Contact
NEW duplex lot sae Cam
Kopperud Realty
bridge Estates Gene 753 1222 MLSI 5269
Steely 7536156

ttuselcut
& iluppOrs

Ell
Home Lan For Reit

3819 home in Kingswoocl
Subdivision Southwest
School District Irving room
den 8 kitchen combination
1 4 bath Call 753 0539
after 5 30pm or leave
message

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking 01 sefingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

3711

2BR duplex in Northwood,
$325/mo 759-4.406

3B01 brick home on 2 aaes
Hardwood floors 1- base
ment den/kitchen area IN
ing room & garage X.4nutes
from town nice area Call
753 82t 7 alter 6pm

A seven acre tract located 4
miles south of Murray
Copy of survey at Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
753 1492 cal us

4801 with gas heat fixes
Noe large yard 605 Syca
more $400/mo 753 2339
or 753 8767

lams
For kis

2801 home located new
dorwilown wee Vacant
ready for occupancy Pr
iced an Sr $20s Owner
asking for otter Contact
Kopp•rud Realty
753 1222 laLsa 5332

58 ACRES of move deve
lopment land Southwest
side of Murray 759 9247

1BR good hest & e/c, low
$200tho 631 N
4th 753-2339o, 753-8767

MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

Easy Credit Approval

Quality

KiLl ROACHES! Buy ENFORCER Overbite Roach
Spray or Overtiote Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back. GUARANTEED; Available at Coast
to Coast. 604 N 121h St.
Murray, KY

lb. PRIME acres on Coles
Campground Rd Option
available on 30 additional
acres with road homage
Principles only Cal Lou at
753 6869

Asa with attached garage
deep Mt 711 Payne St
$350/mo 753 2339 Of
753 8767

CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Cente
Drive behind Shoney s
S20-$40mo 759 40131

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3b.
electric or gas Walking delance to college 753-5209

7.99% APR - Only 5%

;

RETAIL or Office Specie in
S Side Shopping Caner
753 4509 or 753-6612
3

VOLUNTEER HOMES, INC.
Hwy. 79 East

DOWNTOWN otlic•
space Court Square
upstairs beaming at $100
includes utilises Cal De
dry at 753-1266

NAGOYA Sunni min 'A
size 8350 753-5723

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

SEASONED firewood for
sale 1.33Mck 436-2458

Homes
For Sale

Mouses
Far awe

Rene&

I
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HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc
2- Gentrai lirazog & Cooing Service & Inwaiiai.or
.-' PlIfirgas Elecincal Service & Irstalwor
(rip
Ilrbin-isilla
licensed Gas Rothe,

Commercial

and Residential
General Contracting
Backhoe Service
1
Ph. 602-492-8516
D. Pager 502.762-7221
Hazel, Kentucky

2BR house on So 7th St
$350rmo lease 8 deposit
required 753-4109

Murray.

(502) 435-4699

KY

,

suRPRisE youR VALENTINE

Septic Teaks Sewers A Hauling

With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper on Feb. 14, 1994!

Call Us Anytime

rig
is:
on
ne
To Our
"Precious"
Valentine,
.,,Hayley Danielle
Eriksen

rid

Love,
Gramma Er
Grampa Covert,
Great Grain ma &
- Grampa Fun!,
..
.
.
%;
Sit\
4411.
Grammy Covert
111416#

Mi1•1116

a.

1

••

1111.

ALPHA BUILDERS
489-2303

,

Icilby Carpet
Cleaning
'
.

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

Res,derker • Commercial • Professorial

I

Phil KlIby (502) 759-1896

Love ya always,
BTO

4

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Polley Pay 100%
of the Deductibles,'
MEDICARE

,

, -,1

For all your
investigative needs!

'I a
, y
4'. (1

Bel-Alr Center, Murray
(502) 753-3868

,

SUPPLEMENT
iiii

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medi
care does no4 pay 1676 on pert A. 3100 on Part H
Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTh
7537890 8

a.m.-8 p.m.

Boat Dock Building & Repair
Fl.„.... DarlapmiaWrd Docks And Oghw Structures

Small

Crane Barg* • Feb Flep From Elaqie
Boer bets • 9om Mounted Pile Dore,
Jtre hatelerefy Roue 5 Boa 244AA Brien KY 12025
(901)3644113114

753-1916

/

53-2962

K.T.I. 8 Associates

INSURANCE
.

Ottze (5021 489 272,,
489 27; .1

14,, ,50?)

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences Home maintenance

)

You're sweet as candy,
I'm glad you are near.
I just think your dandy.
If you need me I'm here.

Murray Ledger & Times

•

Butterworth IRO (Hwy 2991
Arl,ray KY 4701'

1-800-585-6033
'71Bud Stewart. Route Manager

GRANDMOM,

•
•Of

Advertising Dept.

Doors, Windows, Door Track & TroHeys and Insulator
for Metal BulltIngs

Commercial Waste
V
• lic,... Disposal
••
.• All Type. of Refuse Service
1,•„,4
......i4,
rimer .

Deadline for receipt of Photos & Lovelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 10th.

Classified

0 Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding 0

7594685

Just bring in $8.00for a picture, names & lovelines, along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no
more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.

/1141.

,ky
we

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

,

13

LAMA
wit 1R-4 %I, NM Al I li
753- 8 I 8 6
'i_...
RIII 1-4ndrIch
12th 5 Sycamore
15021753-3193
Murray, KY 42071

What a WaytoStart the Week,
—

Dial Nov,i —

Advertise here!
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Hewes
For Sift

Union
Onored

WO
TWO story 3br
brick hone weal carport
Located in Whanoll Es
taxes The lovely horns ha
a large Wing roonvareng
room complex se area as a
large kitchen end Ian*
room wrth fireplace The
master bedroom has •
large bathroom wrwalk in
closet Two bedrooms aro
connected by a large bath
room and one bedroom has
a walk in closet The par
salty 'oohed atbc a perfect
for a workroom or play
room The outude
au'
rounded by beauty filust
see to believe Shown by
appointment only
753 4370

Al TREE Servos Slump
removal and spraying Free
essmaies 753-0906 alter
5pm 759-90t6 753-0495
ALL gutters
cleaned Leaf pickup &
heuling Cal Dom° Bailey
at Sartain Lawn Care
753 6986
ALPHA Builders Carpen
fry remodeling porches
roofing concrete dine
ways painting mainte
nonce Mk Free estimates
489 2303

7. 1994

CARPET installation 30
plus years experience
commerical and residenhal vinyl We barber Work
guaranteed Measures and
repairs Call 474 2131 or
437 4543
CARPORTS kw cars and
ova:1u Special SUSS 81:N
motet home boats RVs
and etc Excelent protec
Son high quality excellent
value Roy Hal 7544664
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Swoops has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chinney caps and screens
435-4191

Unbar

airoloro
Classed

Union
Mired
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl song
vinyl replacement win
flows vinyl flooring
436-2052
HEATING Ron HMI Neillog Cooling and Electric
Co SEAVICO unit replace
mere and complete install
bon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435 4699
LEES CARPET CLEANING *ServIng Calloway Co
for 22 years • CarpetsUpholstery -Emergency
water removal 753-5827

SHE E TROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chris/nen 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree 8 Sturnt.
Removal Insured with
line or equipment Free et.
timaites Day or night
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759 4690

YOUR
AI)
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleareng WILL sit with sick & elderly
ANTENNA Repro and inCall Us Today!
LICENSED for electric and servicing 815 most repairs References 474-2386
siallabon Reolace or Install
$35 Free estimates Route
gas 753 7203
quakty Channel Master an
COUNTERTOPS custom
9-12 1 5 WINDOW & door repair
Open
Almo
&mph
and
roorts,
tennis..
20yrs experience
PLUMBING repairman wrth Mon Fri 753-0530
trailers offices
fiers Beasley's Antenna Homes
753 2330
same day service Call
Recovery Murray
Servic•. Buchanan, Wufes
rea
houses
dean
WILL
436 5255
436 5560
901 642-4077
sortable rates, references
SAD
ROCKY COLSON Home 437 4061
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Free
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
Repair Roofing siding
Corn
Service
Cooling
and
Colson
niture repair 8 custom
painting plumbing con- WILL iron in my home Will
plele installation and tier
1989 HONDA Razz Scoo- woodworking 753 8056
have FREE to good home fevice
Call Gary at crete Free estimates Call do house cleaning
ter black very low miles
references Call 436 2215 male spayed lab mix 4yrs
474 2307
759,475.4
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
'59 1235
leave
or
Vita
ask for
old good with kids
Factory trained by 3 maror
bulldozing and SEWING mechine repair
message
489 2031
manufacturers All work CUSTOM
Kenneth Barnhill 753 2674
back/toe work septic sys
Ask
arid parts warranted
tams 354 8161 alter 4pm
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455
DIAL Construcson Addi
4 WHEELS for sale Like
bons remodeling total re
new fits Ford tear drop APPLIANCE SERVICE
modeling No job too small
look After 5pm 753-2627 Kenmore Westinghouse
too large 753-7662
or
Whirlpool 30• years ex
BOBBY DRALL
perience
finishing reDial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
YW
HOPPER 436-5848
pairs,additions and blowrunning each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
ing ceilings 753-4761
BACKHOE SERVICE
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for
BRENT ALLEN septic tank ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
1971 SUPER Sport Cam
replace
repair
instaxation
Heating Cooling 8 Electric
ero needs work $1 500
ment 759-1515
Inc Service sales and in753 0578 days
iMinimum of 13 Weeks)
(502) 435-4699
stallation
BACKHOE Service com
1980 TRANSAM body
435 4327
office today or dial 753-1916
our
by
Stop
septic
indabons
to
pate
complete but partically din
R H Nesbitt Ma- EXPERIENCED dry wall
assembled for restoration systems
finishing References avail454 big block, excellent sonry Phone 492 8516
drive train, $1 000 BACKHOE Service ROY able 436 2060
753 3704 1601 Loch HILL Septic system drive- GENERAL Repair plumbLomond
ways hauling foundations
ing, roofing tree work
We're Celebrating
TUESDAY.FEBIRL'ARY 8, 1994
etc 759 4664
436-2642
With
1985 CAMEFIO Z28 50
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own _
All Honda's
liter 12 XXX miles but BOB'S Plumbing Repair GERALD WALTERS , date of birth. call 1-9(X)-988-778ii. Your phone company will bill you 95
On Sale
Service All work guaran- Roofing vinyl siding paint- cents a minute.)
good condition Dark blue
all power except T tops teed
753-1134 or ing Free estimates 18
their somewhat fragile
than
stronger
lot
a
are
CHILDREN
TODAY'S
inside
8
outside
very clean
436-5832
years experience Local reto
build suggests. They have good health habits and like their surroundings
$3000 759 1235
ferences 436-2701
worker,s, these Aquarians often come up with more
Hard
tidy.
and
clean
be
1986 MERCURY Sable
is any
efficient ways to do things. The ideal gift for these industrious souls
GS. new tires, runs & looks
fly the
device designed to save time. Affectionate but independent, they will
good. tilt auto windows.
space!
coop if a romantic partner acts overly possessive. They need their
seats, rear defrost, sic,
heat good interior casi To order a noised And updaled xop.s ml kale Dam's two-yelling bort "5 euerdax. Todax And fore,
sette radio ildr silver,
es Ho. Axtrologx Can Help You lxril Your PIA., in Gird, Pia,.- send S8 95 plus SI ptAllir and Pundlin,,•
$2900 759-9196
Dixon.i.i'n Andres" JIMI SA:Meel. Pit Box 419242. Kansa, Cox. Mr MI41 MAI, cheyk, patxxhie
Andre., and 81,81,1
1988 2DR 5sp 4 cyc, good
"Where Real Value is a Matter of Pride"
cheerful mood will be contagious.
tires good condition
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
(502)444-6632
Park Avenue • Paducah, Ky.
Show confidence in the face of
-59-2114
LIFE:
YOL:R
OF
YEAR
NEXT
CIOSSiad
Run this 2)(2 consistency
adversity; you are on the right track.
You will make the biggest career
)990 NISSAN Maxima.
fiedsevery day.including the Shopper.
Let a secret admirer know how
gains if you maintain the status quo.
burgundy Excellent condimuch you care.
tor S160 a month (paid in advance)
tion, power everything,
A job offer you receive this spring is
Call
PISCES (Feb. I9-March
Does Your Heart Good.
$12,000 obo
more tempting than promising.
753-4086 alter 5pm
Pay more attention to seemingly.
Invest or rebuild in May. A desire
minor details. They could mean a lot
for marriage or children will be even
1993 BUICK Regal white
to someone influential! Put your
stronger by late summer. Going
11 XXX miles. asking
American Heart
shoulder to the wheel when a co$141300 759-1919
back to school in September will
Association
asks for help. Your diligence
worker
Followpotential.
earning
your
boost
Authorized
1993 FORD Taurus. 4dr,
will be rew arded.
Simplocriv
iC2a5C22
appears
STRATTON
it
admirer
new
BRIGGS
a
if
heart
our
y
14,XXX
white loaded.
and KOHLER
0111=1
next December.
miles Asking $12,800
Sem. Center
759 1919
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: Oscar-winning actor
Opening For Business Feb. 2Ist
Jack Lemmon. comedian Robert
Close-Out On
Klein. hockey player Dino Ciccaref
All 1993 New
101 Industrial Road
li. actress Lana Turner.
And GM
P.O. Box 247
ARIES (March 21 -April 19i
Program Cars
Consult an expert If you encounter
Murray, KY 42071
an unexpected financial hurdle
No Reasonable
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Keep close tabs on your expense,
Offer Refused'
Kiwi Lamb
PINELAKE WOME1V'S
QUESTION
for tax purposes. Self-discipline
Richard Lamb
HEALTHCARE ANSWERS
helps you turn in a steady performance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20 )
753-5315
At Pinelake Women's Healthcare C-Sections
When does your doctor perform a Caesarean
Business- or career success comes
1300 - 121 Bypass
are only performed if they are absolutely
of bold moves. Put
Section?
series
a
through
PS
1-800-455-5315
your skid imagination to work!
necessary. We will be happy to discuss the
Strive for excellence in whatever
surrounding necessary Ccircumstances
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
you do, Spending some time alone
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Sections.
is ill clarify your ideas.
All Types 01
•
GEMINI May 2I-June 20): Do
Custom Woodworking
Yaw
something innovative. Financial
At Pinelake Women's Healthcare, we don't
Does your Doctor order routine enemas for
1990 AEROSTAR van
backing will be offered for a new
order routine enemas for labor patients.
Cabinets
&
Bath
Labor?
Kitchen
in
mom
48 XXX miles XLT pack
,
partnership if you watch your P.
• Drop by and see our showroom
age excellent condition
Enemas are more of a convenience for the
decia
making
Postpone
Q's.
and
CC SUNBURY • MURRAY iflonind Bunny Snown
.
$11500 762 3663 day or
romance.
staff and physicians. They are of no medical
about
sion
783S940
753 6945 after 6pm
CANCER (June 2I -July 22.1i
sildgmbs----afe.
benefit for the patient.
Others look to you for leadership.
Think twice before changing jobs. It
At Pinelake Women's healthcare, shave
Does your Doctor order a shave prep in
might be better to stay put. A tern
sacrifice will he worth it
porarv
preps are unnecessary. They are ofno proven
Labor?
1971 INTERNATKDNAL 2
Avoid gossip by keeping family
medical value.
on truck tractor 5th wheel
secrets to yourself.
air bakes 753-4678
The
221:
LEO (July 23-Aug.
1987 SILVERADO Pickup
Pinelake New Beginnings Birth Center proDoes the OB unit at the Hospital provide
more friends you make in your field,
Compute Cut Vinyl Logos and Letters Custom
See at 1610 Kirkwood Dr
easier it will be for you to forge
the
Vehicle
vides Whirlpool baths for the comfort and
Barrers Plywood Signs Magnate Signs
Whirlpool relaxation in Labor?
Murray
Lettering Plexiglass Signs Window Lettering Real
ahead professionally. Do not show
relaxation of the mother in Labor.
1988 JEEP sport truck. p/s.
Estate Signs Office Sigrege Greeting and Advertising
all of your cards. Become efficient
pb ac 4sp 50 XXX origiPosters Sandolasted Redwood Signs Architectural
;ill
the home front.
nal miles After 5 00pm
Signs Metal and Foam Letters Bronze Plaques Trade
The newly built New Beginnings Birth
Does the Hospital you plan to deliver in
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
759 1412
Show Signs/Displays Any Custom Wood Works
Center features exclusively LDRPs where
our dedication begins to pay off at
provide LDRPs?
1989 CHEVY swb loaded.
Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
ork. Skip the non-essentials and
the mother Labors, Delivers her baby, and
red 2wd 80,r( Asking
We Accept MasterCard 4 Visa
,oncentrate on important mittters.
$8 200 Call 753-9375
the entire time. This avoids uncomfortstays
SI,IN upbeat about any personal
able moves from room to room while the
1989 CHEVY. 'A ton.
prohlems. especially when talking
shortbed 350 auto, a/c pis
Tobacco Farmers
iv ith family members.
mother is ready to deliver.
pb pl, tilt cruise excellent
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Go
condition. 50xxx miles
LYNN
out of your way to meet new people.
Asking
$ 9 6 00
Pinelake Women's Healthcare features both
Are Certified Nurse Midwives available for
even those who hold opposing
Offers a Complete Line of
502 435-4647
Physicians and Certified Nurse Midwives.
OB Care?
iev..S. Do not shout or argue. A
'Soil Less Mixes
'Green Houses
Nurse Midwives provide that
diplomatic approach will pay big
Certified
Plants
Finished
•
'Outside Float System
div ideirtiv. Look before you leap
extra" not found in physician
"something
• Started Plants
• Float Trays
into romance.
The midwife not only cares for
practices.
only
211:
23-Nov.
SCORPIO
(Oct.
1IIIA Hauling moving
plants.
finished
&
started
booking
Now
to delivery, but is present for
prior
mom
the
a
few
making
Although
at
changes
clean up odd yobs tree
honie would he beneficial, you
trimming, tree removal,
Construction available on greenhouses.
the entire birth process. She doesn't "just
mulch hauling Free esti
should not try to redo everything at
walk in for the delivery. She is highly trained
(502) 435-4415
Tim Lamb
mates
1-800-831-3239
one time. An overly zealous sales574.1
436
and certified by the State of Kentucky.
person could try to pull the wool
over %OW eves.
1 1 1 A Hauling tree
trimng
tree removal dean
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-DeL.
At Pinelake Women's Healthcare, Mayfield,
Where can I have that Special Birth Experrig out sheds attics & odd
2I): Someone offers you construcKentucky. Call us for an appointment at
ience?
estimates
jobs Free
tive criticism. Listen quietly, then
436-2102 Luke Lamb
251-4561.
present the latest facts and figures.
By making a tew concessions. you
Car Rawl Pores F
Al IA leaf raking & mulch
„Ill pas the ‘s a), to success.
irig light hauling 436-2528
Ravine fro, 149"-549"
• TREADMILLS
ask for Mark
CAPRICORN I.Dec. 22-Jan
monliii a oboes Morn
I 01: A desire for a career change
At AL S hauling yard
• STEPPERS
.ould lead io J more adsenturous
work tree removal mow
-lite lune spent etth parents could
rig
Free estimates
259"
• NORTHERN TRAILS SKI MACHINE
heal an old %sound A limiter friend
759 1683
49" .rappeas Pet any past grievance,
• WEIGHTS •/0 la sot
At AL S hauling yard
h, rest.
rr, .
Jam i ISIS. Kass el Murnsj on Hwy 114
work tree removal mow
WM word. ate EWAN
, AQI ARIL S (Jan. 20-Feb.
ing Fry ideal..
10-$
Bat,
753-3714
194
I ighten up at work. A positive.
759 1683

753-1916

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

minium

Motor Trend
Import
Car of the Year

Honda Accord

Only $5 A Week!

HOROSCOPES

Business on
a Budget?
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 7. the 38th day of 1994. There are 327 days
kit in the year. •
Today's Highlight in History:
Thirty years ago, on Feb. 7, 1964, thousands of screaming fans welcomed the Beatles upon their arrival at New York's John F. Kennedy
International Airport as the group began their lint U.S. tour.
On this date:
In 1812, author Charles Dickens was born in Portsmouth, England.
In 1904, a fire began in Baltimore that raged for about 30 hours and
destroyed more than 1,500 buildings.
In 1931, aviator Amelia Earhart married publisher George P. Put.
rum in Noank, Conn.
In 1943, the government announced that shoe rationing would go
into effect in two days, limiting consumers to buying three pairs per
person for the remainder of the year.
In 1444, 50 years ago, during World War II, the Germans launched
a counteroffensive at Anzio, Italy.
In 1944, Bing Crosby and the John Scott Trotter Orchesua recorded
"Swinging on a Star" in Los Angeles for Decca Records.
In 1983, Elizabeth H. Dole was sworn in as the first female secretary of transportation by the first woman to sit on the U.S. Supreme
Court, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor.
In 1986, Haiti's President Jean-Claude Duvalier fled his country,
ending 28 years of his family's rule.
Ten years ago: President Reagan announced he had ordered U.S.
Marines in Lebanon to move to ships offshore. Space shuttle astronauts Bruce McCandless II and Robert L. Stewart went on the first
untethered space walk. David, a 12-year-old boy born without immunity to disease, touched his mother for the first time after he was
removed from a germ-free bubble at Texas Children's Hospital in
Houston.
Five years ago: Bowing to public outrage, both houses of Congress
voted to kill their scheduled 51-percent pay increase.
One year ago: Commerce Secretary Ron Brown acknowledged on
NBC's "Meet the Press" that he had failed to pay Social Security
taxes for a domestic worker over a number of years.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Eddie Bracken is 74. Author Gay Talese
is 62. Country singer Garth Brooks is 32.
Thought for Today: "Human beings are the only creatures who are
able to behave irrationally in the name of reason." — Ashley Montagu, English anthropologist.

High team scorers were Craig

Talley for -Racers and Lon Barrett for Lady Racers.
Twenty years ago
Donald Ross Maley and Sarah
Elizabeth Sams, both of Murray,
are in a company of 150 students
of Murray State University who
arc involved in the 37th annual
production of Campus Lights on
Feb. 21. 22 and 23.
Debbie Nance was crowned as
Miss Rainbow of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls. She received
the honor for attaining highest
points throughout the year by
doing Rainbow work and being
present at all functions of the
organization.
Cindy Harrell and Ronnie
Smith were married Jan. 11 at
Kirksey Baptist Church.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County beat
Sedalia and Murray High beat

DEAR ABBY III a recent Mann, pill listed failiMIS people who
had died in 1993. Among them was
Marian Anderson. who you said
was the first black to sing at ('onstitution Hall after having been
spurned by the D.A.R.
Abby. for more than 50 years the
I) A.R. has been trying to correct this
allegation of racism, which has even
made its way into some history
books and, to this day, is repeated by
sonic Washington. D.C.. tour guides.
The truth is that Miss Anderson
was not denied the use of Constitution Hall because she was black.
Ho;agent. Sol Hurok, requested the
1011 for Easter Sunday, April 9,
1939, and s.sis informed that it had

been booked tor months by the
Washington Symphony Mr. Hurok
did not request an alternate date.
In 19:19, Washington, D.C., was
a highly segregated city. and Coo
stitution Ilall was the only pro ate
auditorium that did not practice
segregation. That's why Manan
Anderson's agent wanted Constitutitm Hall in the first place.
No one ever mentions that Marian Anderson sang in ConstitutRin
flail on six different occasions after
that, or that a few years after its
dedication in 19'29. Roland Ilayes.
„rreat black tenor. sang there_
Please. Abby, help to set the
record straight I am not an official
spokesperson hir the D.A.1•1 . but I

Tea years ago
Some 20 to 10 cases of mail
traud involving local residents
being notified of special prize
%innings, and then receiving
worthless C.O.D. packages in the
mail have occurred during the
past six months, according to
Murray Postmaster Robert Eades.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Greg Walston,
Jan. 17; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenny Coillins, Jan. 26; a boy to

Mr. and Mrs. Brian Alan Smith,
Jan. 27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
David Godar, Feb. I.
Melissa Anne Brinkley and Lt.
James Eric Berhow were married
Dec. 17 at Green Plain Church of
Christ.
Murray State University Racers
beat Austin Peay 40 to 85 in a
televised basketball game at Murray. Lady Racers beat 70 to 68.

Ballard Memorial_ High team
scorers were James Wells for
Calloway. Bog Caviu for Sedalia,
Ray Lane for Murray and P. Henderson for Ballard.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Grand Jury
handed down 33 indictments in
its report to Calloway County
Circuit Court with Judge Earl
Osborne presiding. Thomas C.
Scruggs was foreman of the
Grand Jury.
Murray Superintendent Fred
Schultz spoke at a meeting of
Calloway County Association for
Mental Retardation at the School
of New Hope.
Mrs. E.S. Ferguson opened her
home for a meeting of Murray
Magazine Club. New officers
elected were Mrs. 1.1. Hosick,
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, Mrs. R.A.
Johnston and Mrs. A.W. Russell.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie spoke

Kind's st ithhold
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RALEIGH. N C
DEAR RALEIGH: Yours was
not the only letter I received
taking exception to my comment. Read on:
DEAR ABBY, You owe it to your
readers to let them know that Manan Anderson sang at Constitution
Hall on at- least eight occasions.
Upon her retirement. her final concert was given in the I) AR. Hall.
Over the years. many eminent black singers and actors have
appeared there.
In 1945. Eleanor Roo,e‘elt w role
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DEAR SENSITIVE: "Very
little discrimination" is not
enough; there should be absolutely no discrimination in the
District of Columbia — or anywhere else in these United
States!
, Your state distinguished
itself by being the first to elect a
black to the governor's mansion. Congratulations, former
Gov. Douglas Wilder!

DEAR ABBY The poem titled
"%Yin Worry": which ',on published
In VOlir CO11111111 on Thursday, :Ian
20. was from .1 hoik I (AMU( In 19.15.
titled -Laughingly Yours"
N111:11 t!'s: BERLE

B632

401.1.11 NEVER GET At.IF_AD

her newspaper column."My II my do not think any. • can hold the
D.A.R alone responsible for refu mg
the talented black singer. Malian
Anderson, the use of Constitution
Hall Segregation was an ugly part
of America's history, and most of our
public institutions in the Southern
states had the same separate-butequal policy in 1939."
The Dist rit•t of Col u mbia
(banged its segregation policy in
the early I 950s, and since then.
there has been very little discrimi•
nation against blacks. Sign me ...
SENSITIVE
IN ARLINGTON. VA.
Ill

• * •

.mi.

•

on "Women On the Move" at a
meeting of Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Forty years ago
W.D Shoemaker has been
named as chairman of 1954 Heart
Fund Drive for Calloway County.
In high school basketball
games. New Concord beat Brewers, Lynn Grove beat Murray
Training, and Almo beat Hazel.
High team scorers were Bally Joe
Kingins for New Concord, Larry
Treas for Brewers. Dan Miller for
Lynn Grove, Max Barnett for
Murray Training, Thorn for
Almo, and Byers for Hazel.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lafayette Downing, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kidd, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Prince, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Russell,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Birdsong.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

iood
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DEAR MILTON: Thanks for
letting me know. As I noted in
my voltimm the poem was sent
to me by a reader who found it
among her grandmother's memorabilia. No mention was made
of the author.
P.S. I recently saw a rerun of
an old movie with you and Carl
Reiner. (Or was it Sid Caesar?)
Anyway, you were in drag, and I
must say, 1 haven't laughed so
heartily in many a year.
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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CHARLENE. I
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NOTHING IN COMMON. THAT
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[)EAR DR. GOTT, After eating pep
pers or certain fruits, such as blueber
ries. I get the most painful discomfort
in my chest that lasts four to six
hours. What's my problem?
DEAR READER: Indigestion after
eating certain foods. especially those
that are strongly flavored or highly
spiced, often indicates irritation of the
upper intestine, notably in the esopha
gus, stomach lining or duodenum
(first portion of the small intestine)
While such a symptom may simply,
reflect temporary irritation (that can
be relieved by avoiding the offending
food or by using antacids when necessary). persistent indigestion may indi
cute the presence of an ulcer. hiatal
hernia or other intestinal disorder
that requires diagnosis and treatment
You should be examined by your
family doctor, who. may choose to

order X-ray tests of your intestine or
who may refer you to a gastroenterol
ogist for additional testing, such as
endoscopy (examination of the .stom
ach and upper intestine with a lighted
tubei.
Remember, too, that indigestion
can occasionally be caused by .heart
afflictions, such as angina and heart
attack.s. See your doctor for a diagno
sis.
DEAR DR. GOTT, After spending
$1,200 on a checkup. I am dismayed
that there is no explanation for the
fact that my stool has a terrible odor
This Is most embarrassing I take
high-potency brewer's yeast and won

der if it contributes to the odor.
DEAR READER i I'm sorry to hear
that you spent hundreds of dollars to
discover why your stools smell bad
This seems to me to be a colossal
waste of money.
Fecal matter is odoriferous because
of bacterial action within the waste
The odor often -depends on diet, espe
cially if a lot of intestinal gas is
formed, which will exacerbate a
smelly situation I suggest that you
discontinue the brewer's yeast This
nutritional supplement is not necessary if you're eating a balanced diet
See what happens Perhaps the yeast
is reacting in some way in your intes
tine to accentulte the normal fecal
odor If this doesn't work, close the
bathroom door, turn on the exhaust
fan, hold your breath, and learn to
accept your burden
• 194 WV/WWI:Ft EN-11:ItYltISE ASSN
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James L. Bridges
Funeral ntes for James L. Bridges were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev, Don Young, the
Rev. Topper Council and the Rev. Johnny Sams officiated. Burial was
in Maplelawn Cemetery.
Mr. Bridges, 72, Paducah, died Thursday at 815 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
In 1969, Mr. Bridges opened the Colonial ,House Smorgasbord,
Murray, which he operated until his retirement He had been in the
restaurant business all of his life.
Hi was a member of Bible Baptist Church and an Army veteran of
World War II. Born in Graves County, he was the son of the late
Lubie Bndges and Mary Lowe Bridges.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jane Hammack Bridges.; five
cousins.

Mrs. Cynthia Gail Powell Conner
Services for Mrs. Cynthia Gail Powell Conner were Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, benton. The Rev. Sammy
Cunningham officiated. Burial was in McKendree Cemetery in Graves
County.
Mrs. Conner, 28, Rt. 1, Benton, died Thursday at her home. She
was a 1983 graduate of Marshall County High School.
Survivors include her husband, Troy Conner, and daughter, Mallory
Gail Conner, at home; her parents. Richard and Janice Mohler Powell,
Benton; two brothers, Jeffrey Lynn Powell and Steven Richard Powell, Benton; her grandmothers, Mrs. Clotene Mohler, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Dorothy Powell Alexander, Benton; her great-grandmother, Mrs.
Onie West, Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Mallory Gail Conner Trust Fund, c/o Bank of Benton or Collier Funeral Home, Benton.

Mrs. Alpha Mathis
Mrs. Alpha Mathis, 79, St. John, Mo., formerly of Dexter, died
Saturday at 2:20 p.m. at DePaul Hospital, Bridgeton, Mo.
Her husband, Pat C. Mathis, died Oct. 17, 1990. She was retired as
secretary of Blue Cross/Blue Shield Insurance Co. and was a member
of West End Church of Christ.
Born March 26, 1914, at Dexter, she was the daughter of the late
Scott W. Shoemaker and Nettie Keel Shoemaker, One sister, Mrs.
Grace Curd, and one brother, William Herschel Shoemaker, also preceded her in death.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Steve Waller will officiate. Burial will follow
in Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Tuesday.

Miss Thelma G. Wicker
The funeral for Miss Thelma G. Wicker was Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Brasher
officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Walton Fulkerson, Dr. Charles Chaney, Mancil
Vinson, Billy Dale Outland, Bob McCrady and Clifton Cochran. Burial was in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Miss Wicker, 80, Murray, died Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at Charleston
Manor Nursing Home, Charleston, Mo., where she had been a patient
for about a year. Prior to that time, she had resided at Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, for several years.
She was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church. One brother, Herman Wicker, died May 22, 1989. Born March 22, 1913, in Callowayh
County, she was the daughter of the late Herbert H. Wicker and Lois
Purdom Wicker.
Survivors include a sister-in-law, Mrs. Sue Carraway Wicker, Murray; several nieces, nephews and cousins.

Curtis Wayne (Gassy) Doran
Services for Curtis Wayne (Gassy) Doran are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Charley Bazzell and Jim
Pounders are officiating. Danny Clairbome is directing congregational
singing.
Pallbearers are Cory Westerfield, Chad Westerfield, Monty Wilson,
George Lowe, Tommy Reed, Doug Lindsey, Terry Grogan and Craig
Carman. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Doran, 72, Sycamore Street, Murray, died Saturday at 3:04 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Earlene Shemwell Doran; three
daughters, Mrs. Waynette Westerfield and husband, Bill, and Ms.
Marilyn Dickson, Evansville, Ind., and Miss Amy Doran, Murray; one
son, Steve Doran, Henderson; four grandchildren, Chad Westerfield
and Matthew Harris, Evansville, Cory Westerfield, Murray, and Kaci
Doran, Henderson; one aunt, Mrs. Opal Kemp, Mayfield; two uncles,
Dr. Adron Doran, Lexington, and Lewis Doran, Mayfield.

Mrs. Winifred Louise Glisson
Mrs. Winifred Louise Glisson, 71, Rt. 3, Fulton, died Sunday at her
home.
Born Jan. 13,. 1923, in Graves County, she was the daughter of the
late Harvey A., Neely and Georgia Melton Neely.
Survivors include her husband, VerdeII Glisson; two daughters,
Mrs. LaDonna Shannon, Fulton, and Mrs. Myra Hulse, South Fulton,
Tenn.; one son, John Glisson, Murray; one brother, Ralph Neely, Benton; eight grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Glisson was a member of Pilot Oak Baptist Church where the
Funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
Burial will follow in Pilot Oak Baptist Church Cemetery with
arrangements by Jackson Funeral Home, Dukedom, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday and until
noon Wednesday when the body will be taken to the church.

A.D. Elkins, 76, Rt. 1, Murray, died today at 8 a.m at Murray.
Calloway _County Hospital.
A retired fanner and carpenter, he was a member and deacon of
Bell City Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Hattie York Elkins, died May 2, 1990. Born July 13,
1917, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late David Elkins
and Audrey Geneva Elkins.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Audrey Raymond, McMinnville, Tenn., Mrs. Julia Ann Parks and husband, Roy, Paducah, Mrs.
Sylvia Nell Lovins and husband, Jack, Crofton, and Mrs. Rebecca
Maxine Cash and husband, James Earl, Union City, Tenn.; three sons,
J.D. Elkins and wife, Pauline, and Harold Elkins and wife, Veronica,
all of Lynn Grove, and Charles Elkins and wife, Cheryl, Rt. 5, Murray; 16 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are his stepmother, Mrs. Hattie Elkins, West View
Nursing Home; one sister, Mrs. Eural Elkins of Jonesboro, Ark.; three
half sisters, Mrs. Dorotha Mathis, Calvert City, Mrs. Griselda Morgan,
Rt. 6, Murray, and Mrs. Bemeice McCoy, Briensburg; two half
brothers, Bobby Elkins and James William Elkins, both of Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Funeral rites lor Mrs. Bessie
Parks were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Bill Ed Hendon, Robert Hendon, Jim Flowers, Hardiman Miller, Richard
Armstrong, Joe Parker, Larry
Evans and Johnny Miller, active;
Sam Parker, Steve Compton, Harold Doran, J.D. Williams, James
Thurmond, John Williams, Terry
Raspberry and Clark Harris,
honorary.
Burial was Mount Pleasant
Cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Mrs. Parks, 101, died Friday
at 8:45 p.m. at her home on Dogwood Drive. She was best known
for and near as probably the oldest lady that went to work every
day at Wild Raspberry Craft
Showp, and as the oldest member
of Glendale Road Church of
Christ where she attended every
Sunday.
Born Dec. 4, 1892, she was the
daughter of the late William Garner and Sara Berry Gamer. She
was married in December 1912 to
Riley Parks who died Feb. 23,
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MRS. BESSIE PARKS
1963. One son, Kelly Parks, six
sisters and two brothers preceded
her in death.
Survivors include her daughter,
Mrs. Bonnie Raspberry and husband, Joe, Murray; two grandchildren, David Parks, Houston,
Texas, and Burna Schroader.
Almo; two great-grandchildren,
Melissa Rowland and Kelvin
Schroader; three great-greatgrandchildren, Renae and Michell
Rowland and Kelsey Schroader.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Joseph Cotten, the smooth, lowkeyed Southerner who starred in
the classic "Citizen Kane" and
played the leading man to Hollywood's most famous actresses,
has died of pneumonia. He was
88.
Cotten died at his home Sunday with his wife, actress Patricia
Medina, by his side, said Hugh
Robertson, Cotten's business
manager and attorney.
Orson Welles once told Cotten
he would never make it as an
actor, "But as a star, 1 think you
well might hit the jackpot."
During his 40-year career, Cotten played opposite Marilyn
Monroe, Bette Davis and Ingrid
Bergman. His characters ranged
from the villain in "Shadow of
Doubt" to heroes in "The Third
Man" and "Journey into Fear."
He came to films via Welles'
Mercury Theater and appeared in
Welles' first three movies, "Citizen Kane," "The Magnificent
Ambersons" and "Journey into
Fear."
His film career ended with the
legendary 1980 flop, "Heaven's
Gate."
In "Citizen Kane," released in
1941, Cotten played a principled
reporter on a newspaper owned
by publisher Charles Foster Kane,
played by Welles.
Then he signed a contract with
producer David 0. Selznick, who
cast Cotten as the star in "Since
You Went Away" with Claudette
Colben and Jennifer Jones, "I'll
Be Seeing You" with Ginger
Rogers, "Duel in the Sun" with
Gregory Peck and Jennifer Jones,
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Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program.And you can pre-pay them over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
family will never have to worry about your funeral arrangements.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Home Owned and Operated
713 South Fourth St.

Joseph Cotten dead at 88
and "The Third Man" with
Welles.
Selznick also profited by lending Cotten to other studios.
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• High Quality
• Glider Rockers
High Back

+
/\

ALL IN-STOCK
OAK MERCHANDISE

NOW ON SALE.••
Prices Drastically Cut For Year End Close-Out!

614d
Decorating Center,
Hwy. 641 South

•

No

lidaard Lyons ig a marfui maker in nos stock
UNC,por-a uncrongad

'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"

CD OWNERS!
131.14-311111
-132.1113.13.10
---1341.11•43.*
LUSO-3e*
131LIMI.NIA4

U5 1.1 511.160
US 1.3 300-410 lee
US 1.3 45.52.5 I00_
la 1.3 55 4•4
US 3.3 100.50 lbs.
Senn 3111.341.51.14

Prices as of 9 a.m.

Mrs. Bessie Parks

HOG MARKET
Pelee Sue *trite bile• 541,1c4 Fob 7, 1144
Stoltz* Never Arai illee Marbeil 111444 behmen
O.10.0 Mater lereleet Att. 34, Lie 154 lame.•
Get 1.10.1.30 breir Seeff. olintly 10$ beer

Des Jams Ind. Ars.---4711
WU Previous C1ure.-3671.42
Ale Prsdrelo--_----47'h • 'h
Sfli • Ne
A T&
—57
,/e • 4.3
IA Soma
Briggs & Urines-- $211. • VA
Bristol Myers Sgelble..51514 • Yo
(IT Corp. Ky.•--AlieldiA
• I
•
Dean Foods
• 114
Ford 144otor.------inno • 1110
4.00 General Electric -_—.11161/4 • 14
me
General Motors...—.---

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Ctr., Murray • 753-3321

